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SUMMARY

Between 1963 and 1984, thirty- six states passed

laws restricting the establishment of new automobile
dealerships in the vicinity of present dealers selling
cars of the same make.

Determining the effects -

these regulations on economic eff

9iency and on the

price of automobiles is important because so many

states have adopted them

large . one.

ilnd the industry is such

a

It is the purpose of our study to estimate

these effects.
Economic theory suggests two hypotheses about

when these regulations, often called Relevant Market
or

Area (RMA)

entry laws, would increase price and

decrease output in a market.

First, prices may rise in

those markets with the entry-restricting laws where
individual dealers have some market power.

Second,

prices may rise in those restricted markets where the
demand for automobiles is growing.

Individual auto dealers could have some market

power , and therefore have some ability to price above

cost ,

in areas where there are so few firms in the

market that some form o

collusion is possible.

They

could also have market power even in a large- numbers

market if the individual dealers face downward sloping
demand curves due to location and/or some other source

of product differentiatio

,''

In order to attract and keep good dealers , manu-

facturers will want to provide them with the opportunity to

a reasonable rate of

earn

return.

where dealer

market power exists, however , it will not always be in
the interest of the manufacturer to allow its dealers
to charge profi t-maxim

izing price s. Thus, the

manufacturer will seek to limit the ability of his

franchisees to develop independent pricing
One way in which this could be done is

strategies.

by threatening

to establish new dealers in competition with an

existing dealer if he doeS

not operate as the m.anu-

fact ure r wishes.
If the threat of establishing new dealers provides

a significant constraint on dealer pricing behavior
the Rf1A laws could have an effect in either the
collusion

or

product differentiation situations.

removing or lessening the threat of new entry, the laws
woul d Umi t the ability of the man
the behav

ior

of his franchisees.

the market power

, of the incumbent

ufact ure

to control

This would increase
dealers thereby

allowing them to coarge reliltivdy . high prices and
possibly garner above-normal profits.
In the rapidly growing ilreils (the second general
situation), the RMA laws could benefit deillers througo
another mechanism.

In this kind of area, the manuf

ac-

turers may find it optimal to establish new franchises
to handle the increased demand.

frustrated ,

If this procesp were

or at least partlY frustrated, by the entry

laws, excess demaoQ would be created for the edstin'3

deale,s ililowing them to increase their sales

volume.

when the estilblished dealers increase output, they
find that thei

average cost rises.

them to inctease price.

JRiiY

This would cause

While the market s\lpply curve

may be flat if the number of deaLers is vilriilble, it

could very well be upsloping when the number of dealers
is held constant

or

at least held close to constant.

If the market supply C\lrve is positively sloped , the
established dealers could earn economic rents

profits even under a competi

tive pricing situation.

This could occur because the price would be equal to

marginal cost , the cost of producing and selling the
last vehicle , and with rising dealer cost it would be
above average cost
fhe RMA laws may benefit dealers through this
rising-cost mechanism not only in a competitive market

but also in a market where price is al ,eady greater
than marginal cost Although the dealer market power
wO\lld remain \lnchanged in these instances, the entry

laws would increase the already positive difference

between price and average cost.
be sitUations in which both mechanisms

here the RMA laws would both

Furthermore there may
are

at wOrk;

res\llt in firms operating

further up on the rising portions of their cost curves

and also facilitate collusion and/or permit certain
dealers to more fully exercise any location

or

product

,",

Conse-

differentiation advantages thilt they may enjoy.
quently, under the laws , prices could rise due to

deal r-rent-

or

either increasing dealer market power

creating higher costs, and in some areas, both mecha-

nisms may be operilting at the
The RMA lilWs will not ne

same time.
ssarily tQtillly preclude

the establishment of new dealerships in growing

Rather ,

areas.

beyond some level of growth , the manufacturer

may find the gains from establ ishing

one

or

more new

outlets are so great that it will incur the transactions costs involved in obtaining approval for those

new dealerships.

This could involve persuading 'In

existing dealer to not object to a new

deillership.

presumably, a dealer would be willing to agree not to

object in response to a sufficient payment from the

manufacturer

Alternatively, the manufacturer may be

able to get permission to establish a new dealership by

peti tioning the body that e nf

orce s the RMA law.

extent manufacturers aLe successful in these

To the

efforts,

new entry will mitigate the rise in price in response
to grow ipg demand.
If the. RMA laws either enhance the exercise of

dealer market power or cause the costs of the

auto

dealer function to rise, the result is reduced

---- - ---

- - _

---

efficiency in the deillership network.

Not only do the

laws transfer wealth to the dealers , they also result

in output reductions and consequently in social welfare

losse s.

Because the laws result in higher prices in

those areas where the laws have an effect , they reduce
sales and output in those areas. If the 1 aws cause
costs to

increase

in high growth areas , thu result is

increased resources being expended for each vehicle

sold.
In this study, we estimate a cross-sectional

supply and demand equation system for local automobile
dealer markets.

This approach is similar to those of

earlier studies by Smith and Eckard , but in order to
better reflect reality, we add two refinements.

First, we use a statistical technique that takes into

account the possibility that conditions in the auto
retail market could affect the likelihood of these laws

In addition to laws restricting where new
dealerships can be established, laws that restrict the
manufacturer s ability to require his dealers to sell
certain quantities of vehicles and laws that increase
the difficulty a manufacturet faces in attempting to
terminate a poorly performing dealer are apt to reduce
the efficiency of the dealer network. The effects of
the se addi tional types of 1 aw s 'Ire discussed in tOe
repOrt at pages 63-

66.

2 See Eckard , E. W., Jr. "
The Effects of state
Automobile Dealer Entry Regulation on New Car Prices
EconQl! .Il!SliL, Vol. j(XIV, NO 2 (April 1985), P.
223-42, and Smith, R. L. " Franchise Regulation: An
Economic Analysis of State Restrictions on Automobile
Distribution. Journal of La and Economics Vol. XXV
(April 1982), p. 125-57.

--_.

__. _-- -

- -"-- --

with this methodology, we arrive at

being passed.

consistent estimates for the influence of the entry

laws.

This type of analysis includes not only vari-

ables reflecting conditions in the retail automobile
market b t also those indicating the ability of dealers
to influence the political proceSS.
group

In the latter

variables that depict both the comparative

are

poli tical strengths of

the dealers and/or their OPPQ-

nents and the attrib tes of the state government that
or

might help

hinder the passilge

of the laws.

The second ref inement allows us to test

whether

the entry law impact varies with population growth.

we add to the analysis a set of variables . that
interact the RMA lilw presence with iIbsolute population

do this ,

growth.

In what follows

we giye the reader some estimates

of the impacts of the RMA laws.

These estimates are

based on data for each of nine chevrolet body- types
the year , 1978.

for

We employed Chevrolet data in our

analysis because chevrolet is toe largest selling brCind
of automobile in the U. S. with a wide range of models
or ca

r-

type s.

By focusing on Coevtolet, we were able

to limit the amount of data collection and processing

197 8 was used becilU$e 'It toe time the
study was designed, dilta were hot iIvaililble for allY

3 The

year

subsequent year in which toe iouto market was not
going major dislocations due to oil price changes
and/or the business cycle.

nder-

work while still

obtilining results that are indic tive

of the general impact of the RMA laws.

Table Idisp ays estimates of tpe impact of the

RMA laws for each . Qf nine body-types produced by

chevrolet.

The estimates are for the thirteen

states where tpe laws oad been in
least two years as of 1978.

plilce for at

The two year cut- off

is

used because it was found that some time is needed for

the impact of the laws to
marketplace.

be fully felt in the

The first two columns show, respectively, the

average RI-IA-Iaw-induced percentage price increases in
the growing sample areas and these

averilge inc eases

over the whole set of observations.

Our results indi-

cate that increasing population growth leads to greater
RMA effects.

n areas where population had increased

since the passage of an RMA law, our estimates of th"
effect the RMA laws had on the average price of a new

Chevrolet range from 3. 68

percent for the Sportvan to

16. 82 percent for the Corvette.

We estimate that the

RMA laws caused the aVe.rage price iIcross all nine

models to increase by 7 .

percel1t.

all areas, including toose with zero

Averaging across
Qrnegat:ve . !?P\l-

lation growth, the estimated average price effects ranged

while this is our best. estimate of tne price effect,

it is only an estimate. The effect could be smililer
larger. The 99 percent confidence interval for this

average runs from 2. 56

percent to 12. 09

percent.

or

-----

'-..-

"c-

from 2. 22

percent for the Sportvan to 13. 82 percent

for the Corvette, with an average across models of 6.

percent.

Thus, it appea. fs that the RMA laws raised

car prices by a significant amount.

These price increilses can be

translated into RMA-

induced total expenditure increases by chevrolet car

buyers.

Using our estimated price effects,

we find

that total expenditures on c evrolets was increased by
over $13

2 mill ion (shown by the thi rdcol

umn).

These

payments consi st of only the addi tional money paid by

the consumers who actually bought the cars, and they do
not include the

. losses resulting fro!!

otoer consumers

being priced out of the market.

The numbers in the fourth column show the estimated effect of the laws on the volume of automobiles

sold.

quite

The estimated decline'in auto volume is

The 99 percent confidence interval on this estimate
percent to 10. 05 percent. The average
increase in the growing aceasis significantly above
zero
for all body-types except the sportvan, while the
price impact averaged over all areils with an RMA law is
statistically significant f
C!ll modelseJ!cept toe
Sportvan and the Nova. Boto . averages across models are

runs from 1.64

or

significant at the 99percentleyel. EJ!C!mination

there

of

gr.ession coeffictents reported in the study shows
that the effect of growth on the RMA impaCt is also
statistically significant.

Of course, 'if

the

actuill price effect is smaller

(larger) than this estimate, the increilsed consumer
expenditures as a result of , the law , as well as all
the other welfare measiJres discussed belOw, will be

smaller (larger) than we estimate,

of

-- -

large.

-- -

---

---

esti-

are

sales of all nine Chevrolet models

mated to be 18, 513 vehicles lower than they would have
This is 4. 5

been were there no RMA law

percent of

total Chevrolet sales in the thirteen states in which

there was an effective law in . 1978.
Minimum estimates of the deadweight loss to

society resulting from the Relevant Market Area laws
are

found in the fifth column of the

table.

The

deadweight loss resul ting from these laws is the

difference between the costs the laws impose on
consumers and the increase in profits earned by the

auto deillers.

We estimate that this cost amounts to at

least $9. 8 million dollars per

year

for the nine

Chevrolet models.

are

Two different estimates of the costs of the RMA laws
provided in the text of this report. They are

based on different assumptions about the elastici ty of
demand for automobiles. The

more

conservative

estimates are the ones presented here.
The estimates of the societal cost of the laws
understate the actual social costs for at least two
reasons. First, if the RMA laws cause the cost of
providing dealer services to rise, these increased
costs are addi tioDal costs to the economy resulting

from the RMA laws.

Second, the costs

convincing state legIslatures to enact the laws

incurred

are

also societal costs resulting from the laws. (FOr
discussions () this type of rent
see J. M. Buchanan and G. Tullock,

seeking expenditure,
Toward
Theorv of

the Rent- Seek ing Societv , College Sta tion: Texas A&M
University Press, 1980, and R. A. Posner,
Antitrust Law
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1976) Both of
the these factors require resources; and if these
resources
used in this way, they are not available
'Ire
to produce other gOQds and services desired by
consumer

'';'

The last column on the table displays our estimates of the total loss to consumers resulting from the
RMA laws.

These losses combine the losses .to

consumers

who continue to buy new Chevrolets and have to pay a
higher

with the losses to consumers who are

price

priced out of the market at the
nine Chev

rolet model s,

oigher price.

For the

total cost to Consumers is

this

estimated to be about $142. 4.

million.

If the laws were in effect in

more

states, this

cost . would have been considerably highe
the above estimates only take

into

creased prices for the cars in

our

Furthermore

account the in-

sample

which

con-

sists of the bulk of the Chevrolets sold to noncommerci al

Sta te s.
S.

car

or

non- fleet user s in the continental Uni

ted

This constitutes about l8 percent of the total
sales. In the states with RMA laws, the total

sample sales were 410, 994.

If the RMA laws had similar

effects on the prices of other cars, then , consumer

losses could run into additional hundreds of millions
or

even billions of dollars;

To give an idea of what these costs might be for

'Ill automobile
procedure.

consumers, let us use the following

We start with the 1978 results for

Chevrolets in the 13 states where the law had been in
place for at least two years.

Then we extrapolate to

the 36 states that had thelaw in 1983 and then to the
non-Chevrolet cars assuming that the RMA effects for

them are the same on average as for the

Chevies.

Under

.J

-_. --

---

those assumptions, the total annual consum

r coSt:

the laws would be about $3. 2 billion per year in 1985

prices.

This figure is a rough indication of the

totil:J

costs of the current RMA laws.

The entry laws have a significant impact on price
in growing areas.

These results give support to the

growing- area- rising- cost-curve

theory, because it pre-

dicts a larger RMA effect in such

areas.

In contrilst,

if the RMA laws were enhahcing the ability of dealers

to exercise !!arket power; we would

expect prices to

rise in those markets where the exercise of market
power is possible.

We do not expect that these markets

would be particularly Concentrated among high growth
area

Rather, we would expect to find similar average

price increases among high and low growth markets.

Since we do not find similar effects independent of
growth, we tentatively conclude that the market power
theory is rejected.

Also refuted is a less plausible

8 Of course, if the exercise of market power was more
prevalent in high growth areas, then our results would
not permit us to differentiate between the enhanced
market power and rising cost theories. We are unaware,
however, of iIny theoreticill reason to expect a positive
correlation between growth and the ability to exercise

market power. In addi tion, we have some empi rical

evidence that suggests that there is a very low
correlation betw2en growth and market power in our
(See p. 60.
It may be that the ability to exercise milrket
power is related to the size of the market with roilrket
power being greater in small markets. Since there are
serious econometric problems in attempting to test
whether the effect of the RMA regulations was greater
in small markets than in larger ones, we can only
tentatively conclude that toe market power enhancem
story is rejected.

data.

alternative RMA law explaniltion discussed in the re-

port ,

the contract failure theQry.

It would predict a

larger RMA impact in low and negative growth

areas.

Our analysis, using a model that includes the

interplay between the market iInd the pori tical

and the interaction between popplation growth

system
iInd the

RMA law impact , sUggests that the costs of these entry
regulations are much higher- than previouslY estimated
(by Smith and Eckard).

consequently the pay- off

. from

opposing the passage of the laws and from repealing
them where they already exist seems to be even greater

than we had prev iously thought.
oppose

or

Finally sffortsto

repeal these laws should be concentrated on

the states containing areas with absolutely large

population growth because it is there that the lawS

appear to have the greatest effect.

/,:.

'.

Taple r
The Impact of the RMA Laws on the price and sales of
Chevrolet Cars in 1978

Average

Average

age

age

Percer.t-

Pc

ice

Change

Body

Type

Pe rcent-

Price

Chan ge

(For Areas (For
wi th Pos- All
ti'le
Areas)
Growth)

90*.

Re guia

17-

Pe r

Year
!nc-rea,

Per
Year

ase

Cons lJe r

Expendi ture

(thousands)

Per
Year

welfare

Automobile LOSS.v

Total
pe r

'fear
Cons umer

Loss2j
(thousan ds)

ale s1/

523, 456

1.417

5637

524. 093

Mal ibu

14. 31**

12. 90**

38. 179

892

230

40, 409

C.;aro

a. 43..

12*.

22, 58.7

243

684

23 . 271

477

1, 116

269

746

ova

1S*

Mont'

30..

14*.

1\. 398

055

694

16, 0 92

8. a1*.

94*.

502

036

339

10. 841

24*

436

001

595

031

Carlo

onza

Chevette

'5.

Sportvan

J,

87.*

Cor':ette ::6. 82""
Total
6)*"

78\
13. 82

*.

722

836

666

J . J 82

l2, 1

14." 5132. 542
59, 881 5142, 423
18. 513
:'hese estimates are based 00 the de and. elasticit.ies
1.
e-3s!.red
..y our model which previous studies indicate :". 3oy t. s:'aller ::.an
6.

the actual figures. Therefore these estimates are cor.ser-:ati'

As with the volume measurements,
Gur measured elasticities.
significantly above

** slgnificantly above

these nurrbers are tasec '):;

zero

at the 95 per cent

::evel.

zero

at. the 99 per cent

:; €'lel.

Introduction
In recent years

milny states have passed

laws

restricting the establishment of new automobile

dealerships in the vicinity of present dealers of the

same ca r- ma ke.
often called
Relevant Market Area (RMA) or:- entry lilwS. There are
These regulations

are

three possible economic theories to explain the

incidence and effect of

tlrese laws.

Two of them

predict that the laws could significantly increase the

price and lower the quantity of automobiles sold to

consumers.

The third hypothesis based on market

failure in contracting is suggested by the franchise
relationship between the auto dealers and their

manufacturers.

whatever the explanation ,

determining

the actual effects of these regulations is of
considerable interest to the policymaker.

The laws are relatively recent phenomena , the first
hay ing been pa ssed in Color ado in 1963.

However, they

have spread rather rapidly; as of 1978, twenty- two

states had

theRMA regulation; and by

states oad it.

19B3 thirty-six

While there oas been much speculation

and some theoretical predictions, not a great deal is

known about the act. ual

effects of the laws.

AI though

two studies have attempted to estimate this impact,

Smith (l982) and Eckard (1985), each OilS
weilknesses.

data ,

its

smith has a fairly complete model but poor

while Eckard has good data but an incomplete

empi ri cal model.

"1'

It:;

Consequently there is a need to more accurately
estimate the effects of the RMA laws on the price of
automobiles and Qn economic efficiency.
purpose-of

our

study.

This is the

It aims to remedy the major

deficiencies of the above- mentioned papers by combining

a model similar to Smith' s with the data used by
Ecka

rd.

These data include for each dealer the

average wholesale price, average retail price, and

quantity sold for each of nine types of 1978 Chevrolet

cars.
There are two problems commOn to the two

studies.

First ,

earl ier

given the political power of the auto

dealers, conditions in the market may have led to the
passage of the laws, and neither Smith nor Eckard

adequately deal with the estim tion biases that could

resul t from this possibili ty.

In this study, we deal

with this problem by using a statistical technique that

take s into account the simul tanei ty be tween these
market conditions and the presence of the RMA laws.

with this methodology, we arrive at consistent
estimates for the influence of the entry laws.

This

type of analysis includes not only variables indicating
conditions in the retail automobile market but also

Consistency in a statistical method means that as
the sample increases in size, the estimate from the
procedure converges to the real value being measured.
See Johnston (l972), p. 271.

';;

those reflecting the ability of dealers to influence

the political

proces!J.

Second, neither Smith nor Eckard developed a

satisfactory way to distinguish empirically between the

various theories on eXilctly how
mar ketplace.

the RMA laws .

affect the

This problem is addressed here by using a

model that allows the entry law impact to vary over
different observations in the sample.

with this

addition, we can test various hypotheses on the effect
of the laws.

Section II of this report outlines and discusses
the various theories on how the laws may impact on the
price and quantity of automobiles.

Past work on the

dealer laws is briefly reviewed in section III, and an
empirical model to test

section IV.

hypotheses is developed in

our

Finally in sections V and VI, the results

are described , and the impl icationB are analyzed.

.r

1"-

-------

II.

,.,

The Theoretical Explanations for the
Impact of the RMA Laws
The Retail Market Area (RMA) laws limit but do not
car

preclude the entry of new

dealers into local areas

where incumbent dealers of the same car- make alr ady

exist. Under the RMA laws, once it becomes
a manufacturer is planning to put a new car

known that
dealer into

a locality, the nearby establish€d dealers can protest
to a given state authority.

When a prQtest has been

made, the franchisor has to justify the establishment
or

of the new firm in terms of the public interest

similar criterion.

some

Even if a milnufacturer could

laced

ultimately succeed in getting the new dealer

the cost of going through the process may be
prohibitive (see Eckard 1985, p. 224-26).

Consequently, new dealer s that would be economicill
uRder normal conditions are, in many instances, not

e stabl i shed.
The particular state authority administering the
RMA law may be important.

In some states, the estab-

lished dealer can protest only to the state

courts,

while in others the enforcement authority is the
Attorney General

or

the Department of Motor vehicles.

In another set of states,. the RMA laws are administered

Under most automobile franchise agreements, the
manufacturer must notify the established dealers in a
locality in which it intends to

Qpen

a new franchise.

-------
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by a special board exclusively concerned with dealer
franchise p

oblems.

tially composed of

par-

Often this board is at least

dealers.

car

One might expect that

the manufacturers would have the greatest di

obtaining approval fo

fficulty

new dealers in the last set of

states.
There a

e three theories' on

entry regulations.

The first -- which we will refer to

as the enhanced- market- powe

the RMA laws , by

the impact of the

hypothesis -- posits that
entry

estriGting the

of new dealers,

may facilitate the exercise of market power by the
existing one

There

are

at least two situations under

which dealers may have market power.

wi th small populations ,

in area

there may only be enough

customers to support a few

any given brand.

Fi rst

or

even a single dealer of

In such markets, the dealers may be

able to collude and charge supra-competitive prices if
the threat of new ent

ry

is reduced because of an RMA

law , though the market powe

of such dealers may be

. in other
buy other brands of cars. Second even in
with several dealers where inter- dealer

attenuated by the abili ty of buyers to shop

a rea s
areas

or

competition would be expected to prev?il, some

The average number of Chevrolet deillers in
market areas used in this paper is 2. 54 with a

number of one anda maximum of83.

the

minimum

-----_.

-----..-

individual dealers may

hilve physical location advan-

tages and perhaps special appeals to population segments such as ethnic groups that allow them to raise

prices above marginal costs.
In order to attract and keep good dealers

facturers win want to provide 'them
ni ty to earn a

normal rate of

manu-

with the opportu-

return.

where deal e r

market power exists , however, it will not generally be
in the interest of the manufacturer to allow its
dealers to charge profit- ma"imizing

prices.

The quan-

tity sold at these. prices w ill usually be less than the

optimal one for the manufactur

Thus, the manufac-

turer will seek to limit the ability of his franchisees
to develop independent pricing strategies.

One way in

which this could be dOne is by threatening to establish
new dealers in competi

tion wi th an existing dealer

he does not conform to the manufacturer'

expectations.
If the threat of establishing new dealers provides

a significant constraint on dealer pricing

behavior,

the RMA laws -- by removing or reducing the threat of
new entry -- would limit the ability of the

milnufac-

There are other means available to the frilnchisor
such as setting the retail price or establishing sales
quotas, but these pr actice s 'Ire frequently precl uded by
(See p. 63-66.

other laws.

;.;

This

turer to control the behavior of his franchisees

would increase the market power of the incumbent firms
thereby allowing them to charge relatively high prices

and possibly garner above- normill profits.

Our second theory, the rising cost

states that RMA laws result in ,increased

hypothesis,
prices and

decreased quanti ties in rapidlY grow ing areas.

increase swill

profits ,

benefi t geal

Such

s by increasing thei

while they will reduce economic effici

ncy.

Where growth is occurring, the manufacturers may find
it optimal to establish new franchises to handle the
increased demand.

If this process were frustrilted

at least partly frustrated, by the entry laws, existing

dealers would be able to increase their

sales.

This increase in dealer sales may be accompanied
by increasing costs, which would in turn lead to higher

prices. While the milrket supply curve milY

be flat

the number of firms is variable, it could very well be
upward sloping when the number of dealers is held

constilnt or at least h eld close to constant. In
si tuation increases in quant ty would Come from

this

additional output by establisoed firms and n ot from new

ntrants.

If the incumbent dealers have rising cost

areil can not be
increased without increasing average cost. !f this is

curves, then, the total output of the

the case , the established firms could earn economic

rents or profits even under a competitive pricing

si t ua ti on.

This would occur because toe price would be

---

equal to marginal cost, the cost of producing and
selling the last vehicle ,

iInd with rising

this marginal cost would be above average

dealer cost

cost.

The RMA laws may benefit dealers through this
mechanism not only in a competitive market but .also
a market where price is al

cost.

in

ready 9,r,eater than marginal

Althou. gh dealer market power would remain

-the entry laws could
increase the alreildy positive difference between price

unchanged in these instances,

and average cost.4

necessilrilY preclude the
dealerships in growing areas.

The RMA laws will not
estilblishment Qf new

Rather ,

beyond some level of growth, the manufacturer

more
9,ains from establishing
great enough to justify incurrin9, the

may find that the
are

new outlets

one

or

transactions costs involved in obtaining approval for
-the new dealerships. The franchisor may be able to 9,et
permission to establish a new dealership by petitioning
the body that enforces the entry law.

Al terna tively,

4 Furthermore situations could exist where both

aws would not

mechanisms are at work; here toe RMA

only result in firms operating further up on the rising
portions of their cost curves but also facilitate
above,-marginal cost pricing. This could occur in
growing

areils

with ei ther. a small numbers market or

firms enjoyirg product differentiation advantages.
Consequently, under the laws, prices would rise due to

either. increasing firm
creating hi9,her costs, and in some
market power

mechanisms may be operatin9,

or

dealer,-rent,-

areas, both
at the same time.

' ,

tryc persuading an ex sting dealer
. object to a new dealership. presumably, a
it could

not to

dealer would

be willing to agree not to object in response to a
sufficient payment from the manufacturer.

To the ex-

tent thilt manufilcturers are successful in these ef-

forts, new entry will mitigilte

the rise iri price in

response to growing demand , and the relationship between the RMA law effect aQd growth will be nonlinear

with the rate of price change declining as growth
increase

s..

hypotheses is the

If either of these f.irst two

correct one ,.

the efltry laws make

less efficient

the dealer network

The laws result not only in pure

ransfers of wealth to the dealers but also in output

reductions and consequently social welfare

higher prices reduce sales ' and

losses.

The

output in all areas

where the RMA laws hilve an effect

In the high growth

areas the increasing costs resulting from the ingreilter
product.

creased established firm outputs also lead to

resources being expended on each unit of

other regulations could possibly reduce the

efficiency Of the dealer network. Among

that rest, rict

them are laws

sability to require his
quantities of vehicles and laws

the manuJ;actl.rer'

dealers to sell certain
that increase the difficulty a manufacturer faces in

. attempting to terminate a pOorly performing dealer.

discussed below.

The effects of these additional types of laws

are

Furthermore, all these costs are in addition to the
expenses incurred by the dealers in obtaining the laws.

The third theory on the RMA laws, which we will
call the contract failure hypothesis , downplays the
effect of the laws on price but emphasizes its impact

on the relative bargaining power

manufacturers.

oJ: the dealers and

It suggests that the laws may correct

for the asymmetrical bargaining position of the dealers

vis-a-vis
argued ,

the manufacturers.

The dealers.,

it is

develop resources that cannot be readily

transferred to another use because they are specialized
car

to the selling of a particular

location.

at a particular

As a result , a manufacturer may be able to

take actions that reduce the profitability of a

dealership without causing thE?

dealer to

quit

distributing the manufacturer s vehicles.
It can be argued that because of these specialized

assets,

if the manufacturer was not constrained by the

RMA laws, he could increase sales by establishing new

dealerships and . covering
th oroughly.

This would be true even if the present

dealers were made

resul t.

a given geographic area more

economicillJ,y unprof Hable as

By using toe threat of new franchises, toe

manufacturer could also coerce its retailers into
behaving as it desires even if it means an unprofitable

';/

dealer operation.

contract failure hypothesis

posits that the RMA

lilWS, by preventing or at least

discouraging the manufacturer from creating or
threatening to create new competing dealers, give the

present franchisees some protection from thi

eventuillity.
In the case of auto deillers, there 'Ire strong

theoretical and empirical aLguments against this

" hypothesi s.

"hold-

Rirst,. even if the auto manufacturer

could hold up its deillers, it may not be in its in-

terest to do

so.

The constantly changing geograph.

location of the U. S. population leads to a demand on

the part of the manufacturers for new dealerships in
new locations.

In addition, some existing dealers will

wish to sell their frilnchises at any point in time.
Therefore the auto companies need a ready supply of new

franchisees, and a reputation for " holding up " dealers
will attenuate that supply,
This is an example of a genre of situations called
Crawford, and Alchian,

"hold- LIP" problems (Klein,

1978) .

7 For the period, 1977 to i983, General Motors

established on average P5 new dealersp

r year at new

locations. Between 1979 and 1983, a per year average
of 169 General MotO!;S dealers werere!.ocated. (Toput
this figure in context, we should realize to at in 1984
the company had illtogether lQ , 040 deil!.ers.
Moreover
the number of dealers cOilnging ownerships is so large
that de(ilership brokerage bus.i!1esses exist.
8 For evidence on the ef fect of
suco a hold:" up pol icy
on the Ford Motor Company in toe 1920' s iInd 1930' s, see
Nevins and Hill 1962, p. 575-86.
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Second , even if there were a potential hOld-up
problem, it could possibly be handled by the franchise

contract as suggested by certain prov isions

contract

For instance

in the GM

in the event of a dealer

termination, the GM franchise contract has fair-marketvalue repurchase agreements for !luch of the inventory
and equipment.

Consequently, terminated dealers are

not burdened wi th all of thei-r speciill ized assets.
Thus , the threat of termination does not appear to be
something that the franchisor can illegitimately hold
ove

the deal

er.

At present it seems that the auto

manufacturer does not have a particularly large
incentive to inflict significant losses on its

dealers.
Therefore

we place the most credence on the first

two theories, enhanced- market:' power and rising-costs,
. that suggest that the RMA laws

are

designed to raise

retail prices and increase dealer profits by preventing

9 A manufacturer s ability to hold up its dealers is
further limited by several factors. For one thing, the

speciillized assets of . most

auto dealers may not be that

large. AS of 1977, on average , 81 percent of a new car

dealer

s assets consisted of obviously fungible items

such as inventory, .customer credit ,

and cash.

Furthermore many of the remaining assets were not
specialized to the selling of a particular brand of
fact some of these goods such as buildings
were not at all specialized to auto retailing. Others
can be used by deillers of any kind of car. So while 19
per cent of the assets were not fungible , a good
portion of them were not highly specialized. The same
can be said for much of the unmeasurable human capital.
These data come from the
IRS Source Book: Statistics of
Inco
Corporation Income Tax Returns
U1

car. In

or at least attenuating entry.

Before describing

our

methodology and results, we review the past work of
smith and Eckard to show more specifically where

study makes its contribution.

our

III.

Past

Work

Two previous studies deal with the impact of state

automobile dealer regulation, smith (1982) and Eckard

(1985) .

The former purports to meas re the effect on

the automobile retail market of the overall !3tr

ngency

with which states regulate the dealer franchise system.

The paper generally finds stiltistical support for the
hypothesis that the state laws- were able to decrease
the n mber of dealers and quantity sold and to increase

prices after the passage of the Federal Dealer s Day-

in-Court law in 1956, but not

before.

He also con-

eludes that the passage of the Dealer s Day- in-Court
n the state automobile

law led to greater stringency

deal

regul ati ons.

er

Important for our paper are Smith' s results on the

interaction of growth with the '

dealer regulations.

He fo

effect of the auto

nd that the impact of these

laws was statistically significant in high growth

states but not in the

others.

However

give an adequate explanation for these
There

pape

are

First ,

he does not

results.

two significant problems with smith'

he does not have data on state

regulations in 1954 and 1972, the twoyears for which
In addi tion to the RMA law, Smith includes in his
analysis required state licensing of the dealers and
manufacturers , the regulation of franchise
terminations , and the prohibi tion of manufacturers
forcing unwilnted products on the dealers.

..'

he estimates hip relationships.
or

on the pr",sence

represent the condi

Rather ,

he uses data

aQsence of these laws in 1979 to

tions in the earl ier

This

years.

assumption appears questionable.
Data quality is the other major problem with this

Because smith'

pape

sales of all makes of

s quantity dilta are for total
in the given states, he has

cars

an aggregation problem.

The price differences between

various types of automobiles make

or

termine whether

resul t f

it

rom

difficult to de-

not the apparent regulation effects
over

the differences across states and

time

For dealer

in the composition of the vehicles sol

costs and other variables , he also uses aggregate state

data which might present a similar problem.
In contrast , Eckard (1985) has very accurate and

disaggregated data, the dat set includes average whole-

sale and retail prices for each of seven Chevrolet cartypes in 1978.

reduced- form

He focuse s on the RMA law s, using a

model for price, with a dummy for the

presence of the law.

with the dealer as the observa-

tion, he finds that the entry regulations do affect

price.
Three problems exist with this

study.

the demand anQ supply sides of the auto market

inadequately represented in the model.

Fi rst both
are

The implied

structure behind Eckard' s reduced- form equations has

only car price in the demand function and only the

wholesale price, population change, and dealer employee

wages on the supply side. Economic theory predicts
that , at the very least, area income and population
also influence demand.

hi s model.)

(Smith had these v ariilbles

in

In the supply equation, perhaps some other

input cost variables such as advertising and land rents

should also be included.
Second , Eckard treats the presence Qf the RMA
regulations as being exogenous.

He does not take into

consideration the possibility that the presence of

these laws depends at least partially on automobile

upply and demand conditions, milking the

relationship
If the

between the laws and price simultaneous.

relationship is indeed simultilneous, some way should be

found to take into account the effect of these market

conditions on the incidence of , regulation.
Third, in

/1is empiricill model, Eckard does not

account for the possibility that the effect of the RMA
laws is greater in areas with growing demand and popu-

lation.

This omission is

strilnge because he bases his

theoretical argument on toe increasing cost RMA-effect

II.

hypothesis developed in section

This theory not

only recognizes but also assumes a connection between

the RMA effect and demand growth.

Eckilrd ,

oowever,

does not include an interaction variable between these

two influences.
Consequently while both studies are
they have thei

weaknesses.

suggestive,

IV.

The Model

In this paper, we will attempt to develop a com-

plete model of the demand and supply of automobiles and
use this model to estimate the impact of the Relevant

In addi tion, we take into account
the pC)ssibility that market cond tions led tc) the pasMarket Area laws.
sage of the law

This also entails incorporating into

the analysis political and institutional variables that

affect the probabili ty of regulations being

enacted.

These variables and others w ill be used to develop
reduced-form equations that explain the presence

absence of the various autodealer laws.
a. The Unit of Obse

rvat ion
our

The unit of observation for

fulf ill two

requirements.

model should

First it should be numerous

enough to allow significant results for statistical

analysis, and second it should approximate an actual
local retail market

or

at least a uni

t around which

data relevant to such a market can be organized.

Smith used the state, while Eckard used the individual

dealer as the unit of

observiltion.

The exact def ini tion of any given geographic market
is often subject to debate; so our objective is to find
a geographic unit for which the availaple data

reasonilbly approximate actual markets.

We feel that the state is too big an area for our

study.

The condi tions affecting retail car sales, such

as income level and

popUliition composition, vary

considerably within anyone state.

J"urthe rmore dealers

in one part of a state may well not compete with

dealers in another part of the stilte.

In addi tion,

given the large number of variables that are included
in a full model, using the stat e as the unit of

observation would result in too few observations to

permit statistical
There

iInalysis.

also problems with using the individual

are

dealer as 'In observation.
individual deale

The quanti ty sold by any

depends not only on observable and

measurable phenomena such as local pqpulation , income,
and firm cost but also on the ability of the dealer to
attract customers.

TO measure

or

even make an

iIbility fO)r the approximately 5800
sample would be extremely difficult.

assessment of this
dealers in the
we

are

left with some type of locality as the unit

observatiOn.

The geographi c iIrea closest to

relevant market for a

the

Cil!: dealer would . seem to be some

!dnd of local jurisdic. tion

such

'IS a county, tOwn,

Standilrd Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA).
urban areilS, the logical unit of observation is

city, or
In

the SMSA.

Usually consisting of the immediate city and

much of the suburban and other surrounding area, it
most closely coincides with what dealers and manufac-

.,.,

turers would consider a relevant market for urban

areas.

F6rthe SMSA,

on population,

the census Bureau collects data

incom

and other variables relevant to

the automobile market.

Restricting the silmple

to SMSA' , however , would

resul t in excluding the rural areas where 27 percent of

the population live and where a disproportionate share
of the new autos iIreproba bly sold.

In these areas,

Census collects population and demographic data fOr
counties and towns.

Normally dealers focus their

effort on areas consisting of several towns.

Therefore along with the SMSA for urban areas , the
county is used as the observation unit for rural

areas.
Having chosen

our

our attention to the

geographic market , we now turn

issue- of product definition.

Before doing so, however, we need to describe the data
See pashigian 1961, p.
46. He demonstrated that
considerable degree of cross-elasticity
between the demands of car dealers in different towns.

'there

isa

In most states, the SMSA encompasses at least one
county and of'en more than one. In New England,
however, the SMSA' s are usually smaller than counties,
but since the' urbanar a$ aregen rally small anyway,
nothing is lost by u$ing the county as the observation
If! the New England areas where the
SMSA is composed of portions of !!ore than one county,
the observation. consi'sts of all the relevant counties.
In the rest of the country, there may be. a few
cases where a county is so large that perhaps it ought
to be broken up into smilller unit (for instance
Riverside California), but since there are no good data
for the .appropriate $4b- divisions we will stay with .the

in these cases.

t:ounty and . S MSA.

~~~
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that will be used in the study.

use is a combination of GM

The dataset we will

data on Chevrolet car

dealers and publ icly available statistics on population,

income

and other variables relate d to the demand and

supply of automobiles.

The Chevrolet datil file

provide$ information on sales iIn d
separate Chevrolet models. .
By focusi ng our st udy on Chev
amount of data collection and

prices for nine

rolet, we reduced the

processir)g work thilt had

to be done, since we were able to get all the data from

one manufacturer.

Chevrolet is the largest selling

brand of automobile in the U. S., and by examining the
nine models of Chevrolet,

our

analysis covered l8

percent of U. S. auto sales in 1978.

Incl usi on of

addi tional models in the analysis would have increased

4 General Motors provided the data for price and
quanti ty after the Federal Trade Commission made an
official reque t and indicated a strong interest in
obtaining the data. The data for most of the other
our
model come from the U. S. Bureau of the
variables in
Census. other sources are detailed in the description
of the individual variables.
The GM data provided informiltion for each
individual chevrolet dealer. Dealers were plac;ed in
the appropriate county or SMSA byroatching dealer ZIP
codes and city addresses with ZIP code . information
aVililable through the Bureau of the Census. We then
aggregated GM dealer data into our geographic uni t of

observation.

5 Total Chevrolet sales were 21 percent of U. S. auto
sales in 1978. However, our sample includes only the
continental United States. Automobile dilta for Hawaii,
Puerto Rico , and much of Alaska were not available. In
addition, fleet sales were not included in

our

analysis.

,,,

the analytic work proportionally but would not have

increased our coverage at the same

rate.

we believe that the results are representative of
he auto market as a whole.

While Chevrolets are at

the lower end of the price range for domestic automobiles, they include a wide assprtment of models
subcompacts such as the Chevette and Monza

rom

ranging f

to large cars like the

capric1".

They al so include

Corvette.
using Chevrolet data in

expensive specialty items such as the
An addi tional reason for

our analysis is that this is the data used by

Eckard.

Use of the same data will facilitate comparison of our

results with his.
available for different

are

since separate dilta

models of Chevrolet , we will use the model (i.e., bodytype

or

car-

our

type) as

product.

By doing this , we

avoid aggregation problems that would arise if we
combined data for different models such as Chevettes

and Corvettes

Table IV:l lists the models for which

data were collected.
b.

The Demand ' Equation

!n what foHows, t.he

specifications of the supply

and demand models are descdbed -- starting with g

mand.

The measured demand function is the aggregation

of individuill consumer demand curves for automobiles

over the observation

10ciaLity, while the supply

equa-

Table IV:l
The Names of the 1978 chevrolet Car- Types
e., Body- Types) Used in Our Analysis
(i.

Desiqnated

Car- Type

GM Code

Name

Regular
Malibu
amaro
NOVii

Asp

Monte Carlo

Hsp

Monza

Chevette
None listed in the
da ta

set

None I isted in the

data set

Sportvan

Corvette

tion indicates the prices at which the retailers in the

market- observiltion
ca r s. 6

area would sell a

given number of

Because of its flexibility, we use the

constant-elasticity demand curve,
a pf z b e

where

IV:I

price elastici ty of demand,

locality,

the qUilntity of a particular automobile bodytype demanded in a particular observation
the local retilil price of the

body type,

automobile

a vector of exogenous demand vilriables

a vector of parameters,
a multiplicative residual term.

The Z vector would , of course , consist of a number of

variables impinging on the local level of demand for

given car-type ,

such as pop lation size , the prices of

complements and substitutes , income,

iInd tastes and

pref erence s. 7
,co.

Since data on commercial car fleets are separated

out in the Chevy reporting system , we can construGt a
demand funct i on that

reflect s primarily the desi res of

individual consumers not fleet buyers. (The latter
would not be so much affected by the RMA laws because
in buying large lots of cars they may find it
worthwhile to shop around to different g'eogra.poic areas

both within and across states,

For cars , one can employ a more so. phisticated

exposition of the demand function such as thilt of
Becker (1971)
of Lancaster (1966), which regards the
or
auto as an instrument for delivering other goods (such
as transportation , speed , prestige etc). However, it
seems unlikely that this methodology would
list of arguments or lead to better predictions for
this study.

aUerthe

.,

We will now define the specific demand variables
used in

our

model starting wi th

quantity (Q).

the dependent variable,

The GM data set is taken from annual

reports made by the deillers to the company, and it

lists the number of units for each body- type k , sold by

each dealer.

Summing these quanti ties, we arrive at

jk' the number of vehicles

SMSA j. The

data.

of; type k sold in

price variable (P)

county

is also derived from GM

We calculated this variable for each observation

by dividing the total revenue from sales of each car-

type in the area by the total number of units sold

Qj k'

For county

or

SMSA j and car- type k , the price

variable is

jk = $saleSjk / Qjk ,
where $sales jk = the dollar
or

in county

receipts of all the dealers
SMSA j for car- type k.

while the bulk of the variables in the Z

vect()r

reflect the demand by individual consumption units
average income
need

tastes and preferences

etc .,

we

o include a variilbleto account for the size of

the obse rvation market.

For the county Or SfoSA level,

one of two variables seems appropriate: the number of

registered vehicles or the

iIrea populiltion.

the former is not readily availilble on a

Because

county or SMSA

. ---.

-----

-----

".?

basis, population will be used.
or

pop for each county

It will be called

SMSA j.

As an income measure (Y), we use per capi ta income
as reported in the Census Bureau Annual Report for 1978

for the localities of the United StateL
The prices ()f substitutes

and complements should

also be included in the mode1.9 " The substitutes for

our sample products are other types of new automobiles
used cars, and other transportation modes.
or

specific county

prices of non-Chevy new cars

available on the

are

locality data

or

However , no

late model used cars.

The closest approximations we have are price dilta on
used cars for five regions of the

country.

Obv ioUsly

very little intercounty variation would be captured by

Subscripts will be used hereafter only when
referring to data connected with or pertaining to the
individual dealers. The source for county papulation
is the Census Bureau
Annual pOPulation Estima.tes Ior
9 OIevour

$ample Of local

s. geographic areas, the
vary much in a
sHigle year; Nevertheless we can tilke into account the
variation that does exist.

p ri ce s of some of the se goods may .not

variables based on these . umbers.

So the car SQbsti-

tutes are left out of tOe analysis.

While price data on the substitute transportation
modes (such as rapid trilnsit, railroads, buses , and

ornetimes - unavail-

taxis) are often oard to collect and

able, the presence of these subs

I: tutes can

be modeled.

One proxy for this varying availability is population

densi ty.

Other things equal, lncreasing population

density generally means greater viability for alterna-

tive private (e. g.
transit modes.

taxis and coarter buses) and .

public

Even if the latter are not economically

self-supporting, greater density means smaller subsi-

dies which lessen toe system s pOlitical cost.

Conse-

quently, a variable equal to the POPulation per square

mile (DENS)

will be included in the equation.

Smi th

found this variable to be insignificant, but its coef-

- ficient Oad

the right

sign.

We also model public transit availability by
setting up dummy variables for the presence of some

10 This

omission might bias the coefficients of the
otoer variables in toe equation. The amount of thia
bias for any given included variable is a polOitlve

function of the reill coefficient. of the omitted

variable and of toe correlation coefficient between the

omitted variable and tOe particular incll.ded on e. See

Johnston 1972, p. 169. F'or toe price e).asticity of
demand for the car under ana1ysis, one would expect the
bias to be positive; first the coefficient of the
omi tted substit ute price would be positive. Second toe
correlation between two car prices is probably pol!tive
because the same supply and demand condi tions are
1 ikely
affect both of them.

to

",.

particular mode of rail transportation.

These

are

used

in addition to the DENS variable which is needed to

reflect the presence of more taxis and bus

services.

Two dummies are used: one for the presence of rapid
transi t (subways), DP1, and one for the presence of

light transit (surface street cars or railroa

s),

DP2 .

Important complementary goods to the auto are

credi t,

gasoline, and insuraITe.

auto

For 1978, the Federal

Reserve Board collected data on automotive loan inte

rest . rates for a sample of 254 banks located t'hroughout
the country.

with these data, one could use several

weighting techniques to assign a given interest rate
(I) to each county or SMSA.

However, no matter what

method is used, some error is unavoidable; and since no
good way exists to compare the potential biases, we

will use a simple state

average.

Data for the price of gasoline, PG, are available
for 55

platt'

U. S.

ci ties (at least one

s Oilgram for 1978.

in each state) from

since error can arise from

any procedure assigning a given PG to any given obser

11 For

the following areas, DPl wilT be equal to one:
Boston, camden N. J., chicago, Cleveland, New York,
Newark and other north Jersey areas, philadelphiil, San
Francisco, and Washington D. C. The rest w ill be zero.
For DP2, the observations assigned a value of Orieilre
Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, New York, Newark and other
north Jersey areas, Philadelphia, pittsburgh, and San

Frilncisco.

------------

vation uni t ,
average.

we again simply use an unweighted state

state-wide total value of premiums

sales data

iIvailable for all

are

aggregate
motor vehicle
or

This totill can be divided by the total

insurance .

number of insured vehicles in a state to get an average
insurance premium.

First

This measure has three weaknesses.
actly correspond to the

, the figu(e does not

average car insurance price because it includes some

vehicles (such as trucks).

other

second ,

differences

in the composition of state automobile fleets would
lead to different average insurance prices even if the

prices per given type of car were all

equal.

Third ,

as

with I and PG, the state average does not capture any
variation that exists between counties in the same

state.

tic ,

Even so ,

since it is the only available statis-

the state-wide insurance price variable , PI, will

also be included.

Consumer tastes for particular types of cars may
vary

over

the social and geographical span of the

Uni ted States, and

differences.

iIccount should be taken of those

The literature on the demand for autos

suggests some hypotheses.

A major source for these

12 Most iIutopurchase(s and sellers view
tied good particularly for financed cars.

insurilnce

as a

-----

----

conjectures is the wharton dynamic automobile demand

and supply model paper (l977).

To account for

differences in the product mix over time, the Wharton
group set up state by state cross-sectional market

share equations for different $ized
are

cars.

Also helpful

model$ of consumer iIutomobile purchase decisions

(see Johnson 1978 and Lave and'

Train 1979),1

Both the Wharton and the consu!!er- purchase studies
found that the composi tion of households affected the
demand for certain kinds of Cilr$

The latter $tudies

ge of the househOld head

found that increasing the

attenuated somewhat the per-capita unit demand for

autos.

The Wharton study found that , the lilrger the

proportion of younger household heads, the greater toe

market share of the smaller types of

cars.

Conse-

quently we will use two variables to gauge the population age distribution:

POpy = the proportion of the population

between 15 and 35 yeilrs .Old,

popo = the proportion of the population 55

years old or

over.

Since a demand increase for one type of car may mean
decrease for another, we will include toese variables
in all the equations.

13

We, then, would expect POPO

The Wharton model employed universe data on the
American economy as a whole from source$ suco as tOe
Census, while toe other iIbove-mentionedatudies used

consumer panels.

--------

to have a positive effect on the demand for larger cars

and a negative effect on that for small

ones.

POpy

probilbly has the opposite effects: positive for small

cars and negative for large ones.
In the Whar ton st udy, it was al so f oun d th at

market share of midsize and large ,

ars varied directLy

with the proportion of filmilies or
than two members

In other

the

rds ,

seholds with more
large family size

may increase the demand for large cars relative

to. that

Because of its availability, we use

for sm all one

average househo.ld size to capture this effect; it is
defined as follows:

LFAM = the average household size fo.und by dividing the county
or
SMSA population by the
number of households.

The wharton studY also found that regional differences in tastes and preferences significantly affect
the

per

capi ta demand for certain types of

cars.lS

particular consumers in New England and on the Pacific

14 In our

Silmple the larger size Chevrolets are called
Regulars; this category includes such cars as the
Belair, the Caprice, iInd the Impala.

lS These differences could reflect the relative cost

differencep of owning certain kindso.fcilrs . in
different regions as '.eU as vary ing tastes. In urban
and hilly areas such as california and the East , owning
a small car may be cheaper, woile in flat sparsely

popuiatedare9P wi th long driving distances a larger
economical overall. Given the
iIvailable information , the modeling is still the same
car may be

whether there

more

are

cost or taste differences or

both.

,-;
"'.

Coast preferred subcompacts , compacts, and midsize

cars

while consumers in the West South central area

bought proportionately fewer of these

cars.

The Rocky

Mountain states showed a greater preference for subcom-

pact and compacts but a lesser preference for midsize

cars.

Beciluse a p eference for one

lack of desire for anothe

Cilr impl ie

,7'

are

, the following variables

added to all the demand equations:
NEW = one for New

England and

zero

otherwi se,

PAC = one for the Pacific states and zero

otherwise,

RMTN = one for the Rocky Mountain states and zero

otherwise,

WSC = one for the West South Central

and zero otherwise.

stiltes

Last, the problem of product heterogeneity should
be addressed.

Differences even within the same body-

type in terms of extras can lead to considerable variation in the price.
engineS,

Examples of the extras are large

adios, powe

steering, automatic transmis-

sions, and air conditioning.

The percentage of autos

sold wHo these items could vilry significantly over
NewEngland consists of Maine, New Ha.mpshire, .
vermont , MasSaCOUsetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut.
The Pacific states are WasOington, . Oregon, California,.
Hawaii, . and Alas ka. The We st South Central consi sts of
Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma , and Texas, and the
Mountain states are Montana, Idaho , Wymning, Colorado,
New Mexico, Arizonil, Utah, and Nevada.

geographic space , but we do not have data on this

variation.
Only for ai r condi tioni ng do we have any variilble
on the county level that may indicate its incidence,
Increasi ng the demand for

mean July temperature (TEM).

air conditioners would raise the position of the demand
curve for cars as a whole by increasing the apPilrent
pr ice of

the ca

analysis ,

rs

that were

purchased,17 From this

we would expect a positive TEM coefficient

but in this country theremilY be an off- setting tend-

ency.

Cars in colder climates do not last as

so there may be fewer used- car
car

increase the new

substi tutes.

as log-

log

(or

So TEM could take

but since either effect could be signi-

ficant we will add it to the

To sum up,

That would

demand in colder climates , im-

plying a negative TEM coefficient.
on ei ther si gn

long, iInd

equation.

the demilnd function, which is specified

In-In since we use natural logarithms as

is the standard practice), can be shown as follows:

Q = D( P, POP, y, DENS, DP1, DP2, I, PG,
PI, POPY, PO PO, LFAM, NEW, PAC,
RMTN, WSC, TEM).
(The definitions of the individual

vilriabl

Iv:la

s are

summarized in Table V:I.)

17 On the supply side, the addi tional expense of the
item is already reflected in the wholesale price.

c.

'l

Supvlv Eauation

We will now describe the supply

equation.

Since

the RMA laws are hypothesized to affect dealer

behavior, it is on the supply equation that they would

A primary consideration in

have a direct effect.

deal ing with the supply

side of the retail automobile

market is market structure.

Since the retail
are

for autos is a local one, there

milrket

often only a few

sellers, and the assumption that price equals marginal

Rather we can expect some sort of
marginal cost. Several structural factors

cost cannot be made.
markup

over

-- such as concentration, the size of the market, and

differing seller characteristics -- may
deviation of price from marginal cost.

hanced- market- power

iIffect this
If the en-

hypothesis is correct, we expect

that the presence of the RMA, laws and other state

regulations will also influence this margin and therefore price.

In addition, the cost situation will also deter-

mine the level of price and quantity supplied under any

l8 In these markets the traditionill supply function
which is independent of demand conditions does not
Therefore the discussion ilctually refera to
equation denoting the amount supp).ied at a given price
under a given set of demand, market structure, and
behavior condi tions. Thi s concept can be called a

exist.

quasi-supply relation.

kind of structurill and regulatory environment.

develop a way to incorporate these disparate elements
into an analysis of supply, we will begin by comparing

the . monopolistic and
In the Iormer, the seller s are

toe two extreme market outcomes:
the competi tive.

successful at colluding that industry marginal revenue

equals industry marginal cost, while in the

latter,

price equals industry marginal cost:

MR = MC

P = MC

(monopoly)

IV:2

(c()mpetition) .

IV:2a

Industry marginal revenue , being derived from the

industry demand curve, is related to price as follows:

MR= P (1 + (I/f))

= P ((f + l)/f),

IV: 3

where f = the market price elasticity of demand.

Substituting this into equation IV:2 above, for the
monopoly outcome we arrive at

P = (f/(f + l))MC.

IV:2b

Most local retail auto markets are not monopolies.

Even in small areas where only one Chevy dealer

exists,

the buyers can purchase their cars in other places or

from dealers selling different makes of

cars. ConseRather

quently one can not assume a monopoly outcome.

the outcome will be som. e intermediate situation between

monopoly and perfect competition.

One way to model

this result is to hypothesize a given markup (m)

marginal cost that characterizes the posi tion

over

of the

..
:ti

market on the competi tive- monopoly spectrum.
IV:4

P = (l + m)

where m = the percentage
by 100.

markup of P over MC,

At the monopoly extreme, (l + m) would equal
and at the competitive

it

elCtreme,

The ability of seller!J in a

divided

(f/(f+l)),

would equalone.

market to rilise prices

above marginal cost will depend on the structural and
legal condi tions they face and on their behavior.

propose to model the!Jeinfluences by making (l + m)

a

function of the various structural and regulatory

conditions as follows:
I + m = dO STR dl REG

IV:5

where STR = a vector of market structure variables,
REG = a vector of regulatory variables representing the

effects of the laws pertaining to the retail auto-

mobile market.

This equation can be combined with the marginal cost

function to form an oligopolistic supply

relation.

For

reasons given below, we will assume a Cobb-Dougla!J cost

function as follows:
MC = hO Q hl PI h2 x n3 REG

IV:6

where PI = a vector of input prices,
= a vector

of

other variables that might

iIffect the level

REG is included.

in the MC

of

marginal cost.

equation beciluse as!Jhown

above.in the rising coettheory, the RMA laws could

19 See

Slade 1980, Bresnilhan
examples of this method910gy.

1982, and Rogers 1984 for

very well have an impact on marginal cost.

Put ting

these two equations together, we arrive at the

following form of equation IV:4:
P = cO Qcl PIc2 xc3 REGc4

STRCS .

IV:7

term denoting the
stochastic nature of' i:he supply relation.

where u = a multiplicative residua

Let us now consider th
make up the cost equation

specific variables that
(IV:6).

The first variable

identified there is the quantity of vehicles
Quantity can alter costs in a market in two

sold.

ways.

First, the total number of automobiles sold in a market

can affect firm costs through economies or diseconomies

of scale in the firms supplying production

factors.

The proportion of total dealer costs accounted for by
many of these inputs is too small to be included

explicitly in the model, and no summary variable
proxies

are

available.

These effects, hO\1ever, may be

reflected by the size of the market.

To illustrate, as

the market gets lilrger, firms supplying inputs such
aqvertising iInd special equipment may become more
specialized and thereby attilin lower costs.
Furthermore, firms in larger markets may have lower

20 Some

regulations may only affect cost; some may
just impact on the mar k up of pri ce over cOst, and
perhaps others affect both; In this paper, one of the
g-als is to determine whether the RMA law affects toe
miirkup over costs (the enhanced- collusion the(ry) or

the cost curve itself

(the rising- c()st

hypothesis).

,,"r

costs because they can drilw on

larger, more specialized

poolS of manpower.

Since this argument suggests that it is

total

sales and not sales of a specific model that should
affect supply pr ice, we use a measgre of iIggrega te

sale s.

The variable we use in toe supply relationship

is QS which is simply the total number of new
Chevrolets plus new light and i!edium trucks sold by

chevrolet dealers in each market area.

Consider now the variables that make up the vector

of input prices in equation IV:6

(PI).

An examination

of the sources on dealer operiltions indicates that the
major dealer input costs are for the wholesale car
price, labor, debt, advertising, and real estate.

21 Because

we do not have data on repair or parts
not included in the supply model, even
though one would expect them to have some impact on
Nevertheless, this sOould not create any
serious distortions because these sales are probably
correlated with the number of new cars sold, as
are
toe
quanti ties of used cars.

- sales, they

are

costs.

22 We do not have a com

pl ete se t of da ta on the

proportion of total dealer costs accounted fOr by each
of the expenses. According to our data set and the
sources discusl3t;d below in this footnote, somewhere
between 80 and 92 percent of the total retail price of
a new car is iIccounted fOr by the woolesale price. So
the dealer gross margin is between 8 and 20 percent.
n the 1960' s, rent and advertising each amounted to
about one percent of the total retail price of the car
(Davisson and Taggert, 1974). In 1980 advertising
accognted for about 0. 9 Percent of total dealer sales
(National Automobile Dealers Association, N.
1981) . As of 1980, labor costs made up 8. 1 percent of
total dealer revenue (N.
A. 198.1). Since dealer
sales consist also of used cars, parts, and repair
services, one can not expect all these figures to sum
to 100.

f),

largest of these costs, of course, is the
price of the vehicle.

wholeSille

So for car-type k and county or

SMSA j, we have

jk = Cost

of SaleSjk / Qjk,

where Cost of Sales jk = the total amount of money that
the dealers in county
r SMSA
j paid to GM for the cars o
bOdy-type k that toey handled.

Labor has the second largest share of the dealer

Cilrs.

cost for new

To measure- the cost of labor , we

use the average weekly wage rate for dealer employees
(WAGE).

These data

are

provided by The National

Automobile Dealers Association (N
measured at the
are

stilte level; wage

not available at the county

They are
data for car dealers

level.

No data exist on the interest expenses of the
dealers in

our

sample ,

and consequently no interest-

rate variable can be included in our model.

For advertising expense, we start with a simple
average of the " morning and afternoon line rates"
daily newspapers in each state (computed by the

& Publishers International Yearbook 1979

for
Editor
The cost

per consumer or message unit is the relevant variable

here.

To model this effect we divide tOe total rate by

the circulation of the average newspaper in the

state.

,:.,

For our analysis, this variable is called ADV.
indicates cost in only one advertising medium used by

the dealers, but since the various media compete with

each other , it is likely that the cross sectional
variation in this figure would be highly correlated

with the variation in the prices of the other mediil.
Like the wage rate and some demilnd side variables, ADV

is ill so

a state-wide average

Although no good data exist for real estate

cost,

we have available a reasonable proxy, population
Because DENS and real estate costs are

densi ty (DENS).

probably highly correlated, we include DENS in the cost

function.
In the X vector , which consists of the other

variable,

variables affecting cost, we include only one
the observation

area

- why it is needed ,

data.

populiltion growth rate.
we examine here the nature

To see
of

our

Because our sample is cross- sectional, we assume

that the equations reflect long- run
the automobile retail market.

It is likely, however,

that at any given time some of the
of equilibrium.

relationships in

observations are out

ChangE;s in certain conditions may be

so recent and/or rilpid thilt,

at toe time of our

observation, price deviates considerably from the

hypothesized long- run
rapidly, suppl

relation.

If demand increa8es

iers may not have time to adj ust

their capacity, forcing them to increase toeir output

\).

ong 'I shortone.

ong- run

run supply curve instead of the

consequently the . cost level will be higher than

if the sellers oilve more time to adjust
circumstances.

to the new

The miljor measurable v ariilble reflect-

ing recent demand changes is recent change in the

population of the locali ty.

So to account for disequi-

librium situiltions, we add a

vilfilble for relative

popula tion grqwth, GR.
the observation

It is . d

ned as the ratio of

populiitLon to that in 1970 - - the

year

last Census year prior to 1978.
Finally, because the rising cost theory hypothe-

sizes that the presence of RMA laws milY force dealer
costs to move along a short-run rather than long-run
supply relationship, we incluqe the REG variables in
the cost function.

That is, if a State RMA law make

it difficult or impossible to establish new dealer-

ships, then any increase in the delJand
likely to be met by existing dealers.

for cars is more

This may be more

costly than meeting the new demand with new dealer-

ships.
variab

The specific form taken by the regulation
es is discussed below.

In sum, the cost vector wou

COST" (QS, pW,

d he

WAGE , AJV, DENS, GR, REG).

We now turn to the markup variableS.

The dHfer-

ence between price and marginal cost is affected by the
structural conditions in the market and perhaps by some

-..

firm behavior not accounted for by those conditions.
However, tOe influence of market structure may be

limited by the franchise relationship. Under the f ranchise system , the manufacturer may have the ability to

force the dealers to act in its interest by pricing at

cost.
The possible presence of dealer scale economies
and certain state and Federal laws may attenuate the

franchisor s iIbility to control the deiller allowing the
latter to earn above competitive profits in some local

markets.

Given ec()nomies of scale, there may be room

for only a few dealers in small markets, and having
littleto.fear from

entry,

incumbents in those areas

could possibly collude and set above- cost

prices.

Therefore, in some circumstances, structural factors

, through differences in
marginal cost.

may determine the price level
- the markup of price

over

23 Individual

firm behavior may also affect this
arise from differences in marketing
strategy and entrepreneurial specialization. Examples
of this phenomenon are thepres ence of a particularly
aggressive dealer or a francoisee that specializes in
selling cars to a !?iIrticu.:a,r ethnic group. Such

margin. It might

belJavior by increasing to'e prod\.ct differentiation
iIdvantagep of; certain firmp could increase toe

difference between IJrice andmilrginal cost.
There
no measurable aspects of thesephenomenil
'Ire
among car dealers that vary systematically across
geograpoic space. So we . assume tOat .toese individual
firm factors have a distribution uncorrelated with the
other variables in tOe mqdel, and consequently they can
be subsUmed in the residual without biasing the

results.

NO good proxies are available for the structural
our

variilbles in

markets.
over

teristic thilt varies

the sample is concentration.

we do not have the data to compute concentra-

r,

Howeve

A major structural charac-

our

tion for

local market areas since we only have

individual dealer data on sales for chevrOlet dealer-

ships.

On the other hand,

the absence of a concentra-

tion variable may not pose significant
our

problems.

sample it seems reasonable to assume that dealer

concentration is negatively correlated with the size of

the marke t,2

Another measurable market structure

variable, scale economies, is also correlated with

market size. consequently the QS variable
picking up most of the variation in two of

may be

the major

elements of industry structure.
One can expect the retail markup over marginal

- cost to depend on regulations as well as

structure.

The regulation of the franchise relationship may pre-

vent the manufacturer from inducing the dealers to
behave in his interest, iInd this could give them a

chilnce to raise price .above

24 Most

or further above cost

oj' the sample consists of areas with only one

Chevrolet dealership. It is only in toe really large
metropolitan areas that enough deillers exist for
atomistic behavior without the control

exerted by the franchisor

over

the seller

25 Since
country,

Federal auto dealer laws cover the whole
we expect differences in the state laws to

explain the bulk of any variation that mily, be due to
the legal environment. So we focus on those
regulations.

d.

Regulation Variables

As we Oave seen, our hypotheses about the effects
of the RMA laws suggest that the laws may affect either
the dealers ' costs

or

ver costL

the markup of price

Below we w ill develop a test of the ri sing- cost hy-

pothesi s.

However, first we apecify the form of the

variabl€s indicating the presence of an RMA law.
For this presence, we fir t include two dummy

vilriables.

Like Eckard, we distinguish between old and

new RMA laws by using two variables, ROLD and RNEW.

The former equals one for the states where this law was
passed before 1976 and

zero

otherwise.

RNEW is one

for the states where the entry laws were in effect in
1978 but not in 1976 and zero otherwise.

The reason

for this distinction is that time may be needed for

these regulations to

hilve an impact on prices.

It may

take some time for the dealers, by trial and error, to

develop rational responses to the new

situation.

Their

problem involves first discovering how stringently the

state enforces the law and second discerning .

toe direct

effect of the law on the market and coming up with an
appropriilte price: be it either equal to their new

26 The following stiltes oadRMA laws before 1976:

ArizOna, Cal if orni a, colod. do,

Iowa, Minnesota,

Nebrilska , New Hampshire, New Mexico, North Carolina,

Ohio, Rhode Island, South Dakota , and Vermont. Toese
states passed' toe law after 1975 but before 1978:
Florida, Louisiilna , Massachusetts, Montana, Nevada,
Terinessee, Texas, Virginia , and West virginia.

milrginal cost or at a new cQllusive equilibrium.

change resulting from a recently-

price

sequently, the

Con-

passed law may be different from that of an older law,

and including the dummy, RNEW, allows the model to
account for this difference.

27 Although

the exact provisions of the R A laws vary

across states, we can only account tor the differe.nce
in the enforcement mechanism. In milny states, the

or
are
enforced by the attorney- general
officials of the motor vehicle department or some
similar state agency. In others, estilblished dealers
must go to the state courts to prevent entry by a new
other states , the RMA laws are enforced
by special boards concerned exclusively with the
relationship between dealers and their manufact rerier
suppl
Often these boards are composed, at leas
partly, of established dealers, iInd the other members
often sympathetic to them. It seems likely that
are
the dealers in the last group of states would have a
better chance of preventing entry.
or
substitute for ROLD,
Consequently we could add
RNEW, or both, a dummy Vilriable for the presence of a
special auto deiller board, DB. Since we hypothesize a
zero
Unless the particular
lagged effect, DB would be
law had been in effect before 1976.
Interstate differences in the way the relevant
market areas are defined seem another obvious source of
measurilble variation in the RMA law s effect on price.
Some laws specify a given mileage limit from the old
dealer. Others use the relevant market area as defined
by the manufacturer. A third set uses certain political

entry laws

firm. In still

s.

or geographic units such as tOe town, county,

community, " and some others do not explicitly de

ine

relevant market area.

However, given the wide vilriation in the 'way the
laws specify the distance restrictions, it does not
appear feasible to ditferentiate the laws on this

basis. First

nOne

the laws has lilnguilgespecific
account
01'
would have to be created. Therefore
01'

enough to perm it careful model ing. Second to
for the many differences in language, a large

nUl1ber

dummy variables
the gain in accuracy from setting up these dummies
seems unl ikely to outweigh the diff icul ties arising
from the possible multicollinearity (between the
variQus dummy variables) and the interpretation
problems that the addi tion would create.

,r:

We can perform a more complete test of tOe risingcost hypothesis on the effects of the RMA laws.

this theory is correct, the effect of the laws should
depend on the growth in demand in an area.

demand is growing sufficiently

turer

Where

rilpidly, a manufac-

desire to locate a new dealerspip can be frus-

trated by an RMA

lilw.

By contrast wOere demand is not

growing, there is no need for i! additional

deiller.

a result, the law s would not inhibi t a manufacturer

desire to establish new dealerships.

In othe. r words,

one would expect a posi tive relationship between the

RMA impact and demand growth.

To test this theory, in addition to the

vilriable,

ROLD, we incl de in our model a variilble that interacts

the presence of the RMA laws with a measure of demilnd

growth.

The rising- cost hypothesis would be supported

by a positive coefficient on the interaction

variable.

Such a coefficient would indicate higher prices where

the presence of the law is combined with high

growth.

vilriilble is not signi cantly

If the coefficient on the

different from zero, then the rising- cost hypothesis

would not be supported.
Inclusion of a combined RMA law and growth

variable may also allow us to perform a limited test of
the enhanced- market- power

that the ability of auto

hypothesis.

If we assume

de,iIlers in a particulilr area.

to exercise market power is unrelilted to

the amount of

growth in that area, then we shoulQ expect to SGe the

RMA laws lead tQ increased prices in some low grQWt

areas artd sqme high growth areas.

Beca use the exe r-

cise of market power results in higher prices in sonle

low- growth markets, the

averilge price level in 10W-

The same will be

growth areas will be raised somewhat.
true of high- growth

. iIreas.

enhanced- marKet- power

if the

t,

AS a resul

story- is correct, the law should

have an effect even. where growth is

-- that is

zero

ROLD should be significantly greilter than Zero,

the
enhilnced- market- power theory would not be supported,

ROLD is not significantly

greilter than

zero,

The best meilsurable indicator of demand growth

that we hilve availilble is population growth.

This

uggests that an interilction term between population

growth and the incidence of'
added.

the entry law should be

The variable used is an interaction between the

dummy variable for a pre-1976 RMA law -- ROLD - - and
28 We have argued that . market power may be proxied by
the size Qf the milrket (see p. 55-56). To the extent

that this is trl)e, wecan test the assumption that
urdata
gr9wth and m rket P?w
r i're uncorrelated. In

set the cotrelati9n!Jetween market size,

variable we . shalJuse to measure .
extrellEilY sll ll 0.

002.

29 If the extent

QS, iInd tile

growth, AGR,

is aft

01' market power ciln be proxied

mark",t size, 'I mQre complete test of the

enhilnced,.

market- power

theory might involve the inclusion of an
interaction vilr.iable that combines market size and the
presence of ilO RMA law. We have nQt performed such a
test becCiU$€ the size of the market would be an

endogenous vatiablein our system of. equations and
'In endogenous
having an interaction ter!! containi
variable would substantiallY complicate our e timation
problems.

::r

the absol ute change in an area
RMA law was enacted, AGR.

s population since the

The change in population

since enactment is estimated by multiplying population

growth between 1970 and 1978 by the fraction of

those

years during which the state had an RMA law i-n
eft ect. 3 0

As noted in section II, increases in growth lead
to increases in the RMA-law""-.nduced loss to the auto

compilnies.

This could lead them to attempt to circum-

vent the law by either paying the incumbent dealers not

to obj ect to entry or by increasing the pol itical
pressure on the regulatory agencies.

Eitoet way, when

population growth becomes very large, the RMA induced
price increase may be somewhat attenuated.

This pos-

sibility can be modeled by adding a quadratic term to
the ROLD- AGR interaction variable.

30 The

AGR variable is put in natural logaritoms to
reflect any nonlineari ty inherent in the relationship.

Since no logarithm exists for numbers less than

zero,

we have to normalize by adding 6902 to the raw AGR

number; the negative of thilt' nUmber i s

less to an the

smallest sample raw AGR observation. In our da ta set,

the raw p6putiltion has be endivided bylOO, anq tl1
number, 6902, actually represents a populatidiFchan:ge
of 690,200 wl1Jch is Only mitlimany
CIrger than the
absolute villueof the largests\i ml?lepoI'u1it
decrease. So fOr I!R at zero,". tOe logilritomic variable
used in our equations is value,) 'It In6902.

Qr

31 Even

with a logarithmic specification for AGR, the
quadratic term may be needed because . with the log
specification the effect of AGE on the . iIiPilct of tl1e
RMA law will always be positive noma!:ter . how lilrge
growthbeco!Oes. p,fter a certain thresoold is rea oed,
however, tois relationship may no longer' hold for
further increases in growth.

f.:;

An asymmetry exi$ts between iIreas where growth was
pqsitive and areils where it

was negative.

increasing-cost hypothesis,

an RMA law should not have

any effect if populiltion is decreasing.

Under the
In response to

contrilct
iIlong their short-run marginal cost

declining demand, some incumbent dealers will
their sales (moving

curves), while others exi t the market (mov ing the
indust

ry

along its long -

r un ma:rgi nal cost

schedule).

This same retrenchment will occur whether therl' i;s
RMA law or not.

'In

As a result where growth is negative,

one woulp expect . no

interaction between growth anp the

entry law.

with the enhanced- market- power theory, a relation-

ship between these two variables might exist in the

negative growth range.

In this situation, any threat

from the manufacturer to create more dealers is not all

- that credible, and the more negative the growth rate,
the less credible it would be.

Therefore, it might be

iIrgued that the impact of the law should be interacted

with growth even when growth is less than

zero.

Thus, in the negative growth range, the rationale
for this interaction is different from that in the
poi tive range.

Consequently the coefficient of the

ROLD-I\R interaction is probablY different in an area
with above- zero

growth than in a plilce with negiltive

growth. 3

To reflect this situation, we add the

follow ing variable s to the

equation:

lAG RO

= ROLD*ln (AGR + 6902), if the change
in population is less than or equal
to zero, and ROLD*ln 6902, if the
opula tion is greater
change in
than zero, 3

lAG Rl

= ROLD*(ln(AGR + 6902) - In
6902), if the chafige in population
is greater than zero, and zero,
otherw ise,

IAGRI SQ = (IAGRl)

2

Other laws and regulations affecting the dealer-

p should al so be included in
our estimating equation. Brown (1980) and smith (1982)

manufact ure r

r ela tionshi

describe and analyze the other laws that they feel had

a signif icant impact

on dealer behav

used them in a model such as

ours.

ior; the latter
In Table IV:2, we

list the regulations other than the RMA laws that they
thought most important and the states in which they

were not present in 1978.

32 This

type of situation requires what is called a
spline function which allows the coefficient of the
ROLD-AGR interaction to be different in different parts
of. the AGR range. See. Suits, Mas9n, and Chan 1978 for
an example of the methodology behind this technique.

33

As noted in footnote 3 AGR has been adjusted to
avoid attempting to take the logs of negative values.
This adj ustment explains the presence of In(AGR
The second part of the IAGRO
at the
zero growth point in the price-ROLD-AGR r
onship.

6902) and 6902.
definition is added to prevent a discontinui

Table IV: 2
State Regulations of Automobile Franchising in 1978

pol icy

variable
FORCE

Deseciation
cannot force
vehi ele s

unregulated
Abbreviations)

States (in ZIP code

Manuf act ute r

AL, AK, CT,

dealers to accept

DE, DC, Gf;,

uno! de red

IN, MI, MO,

NE, tU, N',
ND, OR, PA,
WV, WY

CANCEL

Franchises cannot be

AL, AK, DE,

authori ty

M.Oi OR, WY

canceled without the
Dealers are required to
be " lice" nsed

or ' regi 5tered

DC, GA, MI,
AK, ME, NH,
NY, VT

Some of these variables could affect not only

entry conditions but also specific firm

behavior.

The

laws against forcing prevent the manufacturer from
controlling dealer volume.

This allows the dealer to

wHh his goaJs instead of
those of the manufacturer, perhaps leilding to a price
above marginal cost. The laws attenuating the ability
set output in conformance

of the auto company to terminate or cancel its fran-

chises take away ()ne weapon the
control its dealers.

manufacturer can use to

This lilw could also possibly

increase the ability of the dealers to use any market

pOwer they may have.

Smith posits thilt the

dealer

licensing requirement could be used to prevent or iIttenuate entry.

Therefore dummies for the presence

absence of these laws (on a state basis) will be added
to our model.

, for the effect of regulations, we

have the following vector of variables:

REG = (RNEW, ROLD, IAGRO, IAGRl, IAGRlSQ, FORCE,
CANCEL, LD).
To summilrize, the fOllowing supply equation is used:

P = S(QS, &NEW, ROLD, IAGRO, IAGR1, IAGRlSQ,
PW, WAGE, ADV I DENS, GR, FORCE,

CANCEL, LD).

IV:7a

34 In an alternative formuliltion, DB

and variables
with AGR were used
instead of ROLD. Also we experimented with other
representing the interactiQn of

it

variations on these variables.
Since the other reguliltions are not the variables
of primilry interest, we will not include in the
analysis the distinction between the old and the new
laws as was done for the RMA law variable.

P1c-

_---

-,---

As with d,'mann, the functional form for the

"',,,,tiol1 will

he Jog-log

e. l:;rlSl9

or

supply

In- ln.

qulation6

Our approilch accounts for the endogeneity of the
regulations by positing addi tional equations in the

model.

These equations reflect

he conditions leading

to the presence or absence of a given

regulation.

The

first step is to hypothesize-a demand and supply
relationship for each regulation.

The demand equation

of this system would have a quantity variable which is
ei ther one or

zero

state had the law.

depending on whether

or

The dependent variable of the

supply equation would be the price of the
Usually not

not the

reguliltion.

nough is known about the mechanism leading

to the occurrence of any given . regulation to confi-

35 The

In-In specification in the demand equation
means a constilnt demand elasticity. When the supply
function has the same specification, the deviation
between price and marginal cost is not directly
affected by variables on the demand side. This

simpl if ies our estimation procedure, and the In-ln

specification probablY does not badly distort reality.
The range of the variable in which we
are
most
interested, price, is not great compared to many

variables measured by econometric methods. For
instance, the standard. deviation of Regular Chev

rolet

prices across the states for 1978 is only 3. 75 percent
of the mean. Therefore, with our data sample, we are
not measuring the function over a wide range, and in
this range the forms of the actual functions are
probablY well approximated by the In-ln specification.
Nevertheless, if the actual functions

are

nonlinear,

this specification should sUfficient"!y allow for

it.

':"'

dently specify the structural equations of such a

system.
Our objective, however, is not to estimate such

systems but to use the concepts to find suitableexogenous vilriables for tOe presence- of- regulation

tions.

qua-

The latter equations, then, Can be viewed as

reduced- form equil tions for the regulation market. systems. These equatiOns can be- incorporated into our
retail automobile model, but

vis

vis

our

system, they

would be structural equations for the presence of

regulations.
Given the idea of a market for eachregul,tion,
we can ascertain what variilbles are needed to estimate

each presence- of- regulation equation.

Incl uded in the

variables that affect the presence of the laws are the
losses and benefits that the legislation imposes on the
. participants in the retail automobile market: that is

on the buyers and sellers. BotO the buyers ilnd sellers
in these markets a,e potenti.al voters and campaign
contributors, and therefore the legisliltors would ul timiltelX,! at .least" partly, depend on the!m fOr their jobs.

36 The miljor problem is that

no diltaon the price of
the vario1jsregulationsexist; even if direct monetary
compens'tion had qccurred (i. e., bribery), information
on it would not be generally available. Usually
transaction
pol itical arena are made with non-monetilry compensation. .!For example a le9islator welldisposed toward auto- pealers, perhaps adeiller himself,
will
vote for a pet project of some other
exchange for a favorable vote on the RMA law (this
process is called log- rolling).

sin the .

legisliltorin

_._---

----

are

For our model, the losses

surplus for the buyers

the decreases in consumer

(DCS), and the benefits

are

the

increases in producer surplus for the sellers (DPS).37
Both of these variables

are

retail auto markets.

dependent on changes in the

In fact, it is the impact of

market system that

these condi tions on the regulation

accounts for the simultaneity between the presence of

regulation and automobile price.
presence- of- regulation
follows:
REG

R(DCS,

In general, a

equation can be represented as

DPS,

IV:8

POL) ,

a vector of variables reflecting the
ability of dealers to influence the

where POL

political process

or

the vector of

exogenous variables in the demand and

supply system fOr the given regulation
other than DCS and PCS.

Equation IV:8 can be estimated as a reduced form

equation to give us an instrumental variable (REG) to

37 The

maj
or
effect of the laws on the automobile
manufacturer is the loss in revenue due to decreases in
the number of cars sold. It is not specifically
represented in this formulation, but its impact on the
presence of the RMA laws will be represented in the
vector of other relevant variables.

38 It is possible

that the conditions in the auto
market that led to the passilge of the laws no longer
thilt case , the laws would be predetermined.
Most of the RMA laws, however, were enacted in the
decade before 1978, and it is not likely that a
significant set of the relevant local conditions would

exist. In

have changed that much.

Using similar variables, McCormack and Tollison
(198l) modeled the actions of legislatures and
explained about half of the variations in the behavior
they were examining (the largest R- Square for any of
their models being 0. 60).

--------

---

be included in the automobile supply equation (IV' :7a).
To do this, we posit thilt DCS and DPS are determined by

the same exogenous market variables as are demand and
supply in the automobile market.

The se variables are

denoted by the Z, PI, and X vectors in equations IV:l

and IV:7.

Since cOnsumer and producer surplus are

functions of Q and P, this seems to be a reasonable

ass umption.
This substi tution gives us a

reduced-form

specification of the regulation market:
REG

where

; REG( Z, ECOST, POL)

; the vectQr

variables.

IV:9

.of exogenous demand- side

ECOST ; the vector oE exogenous vildables

impinging on dealer costs consisting of
equation

the ex.ogenous variables in

IV:7.

39 Some readers may wonder why we dedve an

explicit

regulation equation rather than
using a simultilneous equation method for the three
equation system consisting of the demilnd and supply
equations for automobiles and the regulation equatio
reduced form for

There

are

our

two reasons we chose the approach we did.

First, equation IV:8 is not actually a complete
structural equation. A complete structural system
would include separate demand and supply equations for
regulations. We cannot utilize such a complete model

because .we haven.o data on the pdce of

regulation.

Second, Qur reguliltiqn equation contains the variables

DCSnand, DPSwhich we P9sit

are functions of the

9genous variables included in the demand arid supply
equation. In order tq employ a system s approach
t.o
estimating our model, we would oave to explicitly model
DCS and DPS. Given that our primary interest is in the
auto demand and !)UPP1Y equations and the effect of the
regulations on those equiltions,. we did not feel that
the gains from doing this addi tional modelling were
sufficient tQ justify the effort thilt would have peen

required.

The POL vector should include indicators of the
ability of dealers to exert political influence; these
variables determine the effective demand for regula-

tion.

Examples of variables that may reflect this

ability

are

the ratio of

deillers and dealer employees

to all voters or workers and

the'

teristics of dealer trade groups.

rganizational charac-

The only readily

available variable of this type, however, is the ratio

of auto dealer employees to total state employment (AD)
which we include in the analysis.

Two sets of factors influence the supply of regu-

J ations.

The first is the strength of the groups

likely to oppose the regulation:

consumers, the auto

manufacturing management, and auto worker unions.

The

opposition of consumer groups does not have to be explicitly modeled in this analysis because the exogenous
auto-demand variables representing the RnA- law

induced

loss of consumer surplus probably act as an adequate

collective proxy for opposition from this quarter.
The auto manufacturing managements are keenly
aware of the negative effect of the entry

sales and profits.

lawson their

Consequently a variable reflecting

the influence of the auto manufacturing industry will

40 These

types of variables are analogous to the
income variables in the demand equations for ordinary
goods. As with income, pol itical influence gives the
demanders the ability to obtain their desires.

41 The sources for this information are N.
the Census Bureau.

A. and

-",

'f"

be included in our mQdel.
of auto

ur

milnuf act

employment (AW).

This variable is the ratio

ing employment to

totill state

where auto employment is con-

centrated, politicians are particulilrly sensitive
the interests and desires of toe

industry.

to

It accounts

for many votes not only from wOLkers in the industry

it.

but also from other people dependent on

The second set of factors affecting the supply of

the favorable laws isthe nature Qf the state govern

ment.

McCormack and Tollison (l9Bl) suggest several

riables that may affect the vulnerability of state
governments to special interest group pressure.
are the size and compos. i

Two

tion of the legi slature.

The

larger the size of the legislature, the greater the

number of legislators who must be convinced that a

given law is desirable and the more costly it is for a

group to obtain favorable l. aws
19B1, p. 32).

(McCormack and Tollison

SIZE, equaling
members in both houses of toe state

So we include a variable,

the total number of

legislilture.
The ratio of the sizes of toe two
houses ciln affect the cost of

interest legisliltion.

legislative

obtaining special

McCormack and Tollison posi

that the more unequal the sizes of the two houses the

more costly it isfor interest grqups to

desires.

Giv en

a: . total

obtilin their

number of lawmakers,

incre;:sing

the size of one house increases tOe number of votes

needed for it to pass

'I bill.

On the other hand, the

expected number needed in the other house is smaller.

If one assumes (as do McCormack and Tollison, p. 44)
diminishing returns to the process of obtaining votes
in a legislative house, then the cost of obtaining the
addi tionill votes in the lower house w ill exceed the

savings from not having to win as many in the
So we include

in

upper..

the model the ratio of the size of the

lower house to that of the upper (RATIO).
The income and the population of a state may

influence the abil i ty of interest groups to obtain
favorable legislation. Increasi ng weal th rai se S the
opportuni ty cost of monitoring legislation to the

voters outside of interest groups because it increases
the value of their time.

The greater the population,

the less any given voter has to lose from any wealth

redistribution resul ting from special interest legislation,

and the less the probability of any of his ef-

forts influencing the process.

This would raise the

expected cost of any .given amount of effort

by any

given voter (see McCormack and Tollison 1981, p. 32.
So we add state per
(STP) to

our

cilpitil income (STY)

and population

regulation equation.

42 This

effect is on the supply of reguliltions in
general, and. it does not pertain to any particular
regulation the pet capita cost of which mayor may
vary with the state population.

43 Per capita

not

income on a county level is already in
the equation, but low income counties exist in high
income states and vice versa. Since state income is
the variable that affects the incidence of the laws, we
include both income variables in the model.

Therefore, the system for retail supply, demand,
and regulation of automobiles, the reduced-form
instrumental variable for REG would be:
REG '" REG (POP, DENS, DPl, DP2, I, PG,
PI, POPY , PQPO, LFAM, NEW, PAC,
RMTN, WSC, TEM, PW, WAGE, ADV, GR,

AD, AW, SIZE, RATIO, STY, STP).

Equation IV:9a will be used. to obtain

IV:9a

instrumental

variable estimates for each of the regulation variables

-- &NEW, ROLD, IA"GRO, IAGRl,- IAGRlSQ, CANCEL, FORCE,
and LD.

Since the same political forces affect the

seems to
Following Heckman (l978),

incidence of each of these reguliltions, this
be 'I reasonable approach.

the predicted values resulting from the measurement of
equation IV:9a are used

the supply equation

'IS instruments in estimating

(IV:7a).

As with the exogenous REG variables,

instruments

are used for P in the demand equation and QS in the

supply equation because they are simultaneously
determined by mar ket condi tions.

44 This
IV:9.

To recapitulate,

is actually a detailed version of equation

45 This equation can be estimated by means of a linear
probilbility model. Heckman (l978) sh0w$that this OLS
estimator can be used as
estimating a . structUral equationthilt is part of a
. an instrumental variable

si mul taneous system.

then, the following structurill market

system will be

used with a In-ln specification:

Q = D(P, POP, Y, DENS, DPI, DP2, I, PG, PI, POPY,
POPO, LFAM, NEW, PAC, RMTN, WSC, TEM)

IV:I(

P = S(QS, &NEW, ROLD, IAGRO, IAGRl, IAGRlSQ, PW, WAGE,
ADV,

DENS, GR, FORCE, CANCEL" LD) .

(The variables denoted by overscored letters are
represented by instrumental JJariables in this

equations.
Because of the impact of the regulations on price,

II .

the variables in the POL vector

are

included in the

instrumental variables for P and QS.
For the regulation variables, the instrumental variable is repre-

sented by equation IV:9a.

Theref ore the

instruments

for P and QS would be as follows:

P = p(POP, DENS, DPI, DP2, I, PG, PI, POPY, POPO,
LFAM, NEW, PAC, RMTN, WSC, TEM, PW, WAGE, AD

GR, AD, AW,

SIZ E,

RATIO, STY, STP),

IV:lla

QS = qs(POp, DENS, DPI, DP2, I, PG, PI, POPY, POPO,

LFAM, NEW, PAC, RMTN, WSC, TEM, PW, WAGE, ADV,
GR, AD , AW, SIZE, RATIO, STY, STP).

For now, we assume a model with
in its place could also be

used.

IV:llb

ROLD but one with DB

Now that the model and its component va,

iables

have been described, we will discuss the results and

concl usi ons.

':.:T

------

V.

Results and Implications
In this section, we first report the results from

the estimation of

our

models, and then we show what

these results imply about the above-discussed theories
on the effects of the RMA laws.

Last we use our

econometric estimates to calculate the cost of the laws
to automobile consumers.

a.

Estimation Results for the Demand Equation

Table V:2 shows the estimates of the structural

demand equations for the nine 1978 Chevrolet

car-types,

while Table V:4 shows the supply equation measure-

ments.

(Table V:l lists the variables used in the

two models and their definitions.

We first examine the

demand results starting with the price elasticity
mates that

are

listed in Table V:3

esti-

For the Nova, the

our two- stage instrumental variable technique
limits the bias introduced by possible specification
or
demand equation. with
errors in either the supply
thi s method, the se error swill only affect the
measurement of the equation where they occur and not
any other. See Johnston 1972, p. 408-20.
We considered the possibil

ty that while the law

only influences the supply of autos, the absence

data on variiltions in product quality could cause the
presence of the laws to bias our measUrement of the
demand fUnction. Some of smith' s resul ts indica te that
the intr.oduction of tOe laws ledto changes in the
amount of extras that consumers bought. He hypothesized that the laws increased seilrch costs and then
somehow impelled the consumers to buy more expensive
(Footnote continued)

\..

Monza, the Chevette, and the Corvette, these elas-

ticities are significantly less than zero as

expected.

For the ReglJlar and the camaro they are below zero but
insignificant. FinallY those for the Malibu, Monte
Carlo, and sportviln are positive but not
rom

different f

significantly

zero.

Although insignificilnt, the,se positive elasticity

estimates rilise questions
ments.

about

our

demand measure-

Also leading to qlJestions are the rilther low

absolute values

the other price elasticities, which

for

ranged from -0. 329 for the Camaroto -1.281 for the
Corvette. Most total automobile demand models have
shown somewhat higher elasticities, usually over .one in
absol ute val ue.
resul ts, only two elastiIn

our

(Footnote continued)

other things equal. This would change the posior
apparent demand curve. Therefore, we made a second estimate of each demand equation
which includes the eight reguliltion variables (RNEW,

cars ,

tion of the measured

ROLD, IAGRO, IAGRl, IAGRl SQ, FORCE, CANCEL, and LD).
We, then , performed F tests of the hypothesis that
these regulation variables affect the position of the
demand equation. The null . hypothesisof no influence
can not be rejected for eight of the nine Chevrolet
body-types. Given the negative results, we proceed on
the iIsslJmpUon toat the regulations do not affect the
demand for any of the a' to-types.

For a di sCllssionof. to,ese, see Langenfeld 1983.
'Ire Chow 1957, carlsonI978,
Johnson, 1978, wycoff 1'973, and nresn;:han 1981. Because
past price elastici tyesUmates varied considerably,
they can not be v iewed as defini tive.
Examples of such studies

ci ties

one.

are over

Furthermore our measurements are

for the demqnd for particulilr car-types, and 50 one

might expect even higher absolute values.
There are two p()ssible reasons to believe that our

elasticity estimates have a positive

bias.

Fi rst,

the

demand equations include no variable for the price or
availability of substitute types of

used) .

cars

(either new or

As noted above in section IV, one would expect

this deficiency to lead to an upward bias in the

tici ty estimate.

elas-

Second the lack of variables reflect-

ing cross- sectional differences in options would also

bias the elilstici ty estimates in the posi
direction.

tive

Despite these sources of bias, four of the car-

type elastici ties are not significantly greater
il inus one
Corvette) .

than

(the Nova , the Monza, the Chevette , and the

For the purposes of calculating a quantity

effect for the RMA laws, these estimates

for the other car-types, other procedures

used, and

are

are

followed;

they are described below.

The biils of the elasticity estimate is a positive
function of first the correlation between the omitted
variable and price and second the true regression
coefficient of the omitted variable with respect to the
dependent variable (see Johnston 1972, p. l68-7 9). .
variable representing the presence of a given option
would be the ratio of the cars with the option to total
car sales. This variable would be positively
correlilted with average price, and its coefficient in
the demand equation would be posi tive. This would give
the pr ice elastici ty bias

'I val ue greater than zero.

We now consider the resul ts

for the other demand-

All the i nfl uence-

side variables.

of- popula tion coef-

ficients are above zero as expected and significant at

the one percent level.

For seven of the equations, the

same is true of tOe income
that these seven Chevrolet

(Y) parameter, suggesting
body- types are normai goods.

Only the coefficient for the Nova' is less than zero

and this result is not

significant.

According to economic theory, the coefficients of
the prices of the complementary goods should have negative signs.

rate-

This is the case for eight of the nine

interest (I) coefficients and for seven of the

gasoline price parameters (PG), but only three of the
insurance price (PI) coefficients have the predicted

sign.

For these variables, however, few of the coeffi-

cients are statisticillly significant in a one tail test

. (one for the interest

rate, two for the gasoline price,

and one for the insurance price).

ficance may be
data which are

This lack of signi-

explilined by the inadequacies of the
available only on a state- wide basis.

For the demographic and regional variables,
several results

past studies.

are

consistent with economic theory and

For instance the greater presence of

older people (POPO)

significantly increases the

silles

of the Regular car and of toe medium- sized Malibu but

decreases the sales of the camilr

This result is

consistent with our predictions in section IV.

On the

west COilst, the other things- equal
rolet car- types

are

silles of seven Chev-

significantly lower than elsewoere,

but those of the Camaro are significantly

higher.

:jn

New England, the sales of camarOS are significantty
less than elsewhere, but the sales of Malibus, Novas,

and Chevettes are significantly

greater.

The results also indicate that the average JUly

temperature (TEM)

raises the-demand for some cars but

lowe,s it for others.

This writer, however, has no

insight into why the net effect of temperature on the

demand for particular cars has a particular

sign.

The variables measuring the presence of substitutes for automobiles essentially reflect not price but

product availability, and therefore the signs of tOe

coef f ici ent S shoul d be nega ti ve.

variable ,

The density (DENS)

which should indicate the presence of other

transit modes, has unpredicted positive coefficients
for eight of the equations.

So this variable might be

reflecting some unknown influence other than transit

mode availabil i ty.
Similarly the variable for the presence of sub-

ways , DPI, has positive signs for all nine of the

equations.

One problem with this variable is that the

areas covered by our observation units are often consi-

derably larger than the

iIreaS served by the particular

-.

subway system.

The dummy for the presence of 1 ight

transit systems also has an unpredicted sign for five
of the car-types, and none of the four with the preare

dicted sign

statistically significant.

In general, the following conclusions can be made

about the demand equations and the sometimes unexpected

results.

First the data are ofteh only crudely con-

nected with the real world variables: examples being
DP1, the presence- of- subways dummy, and PI, the price-

of- insurance
r-

the counte

This may account for some of

variable.

intui tive result

Nevertheless the

results for the income and complementary goods price

variables usually have the right signs and are often
significant, and the R

s were generally quite high for

area

For instance the subway in the Boston

only

the city itself and to some immediiltely
adjoining towns such as Cambridge, Brookline, and
Newton. By contrast, the observation unit covers
several counties in Eastern Massachusetts outside the
reach of the unde ground railroad.

- extends

over

6 There are positive correlation coefficients between
these variables which suggests a multicollinearity
problem, but the coefficient between DPl and DP2 is
only 0.
Neither of these variables is higoly
correlated with DENS, toe coefficients for DPl and DP2

683.

being 0. 242 and 0. 186

respectively. Toe

ll the levels where

coefficients

other writers believe
problems would occur. To see if the exclusion of toese
variables made a difference, the model was run again
these
with some variables left
experiments were DP2 and POPO. (The latter is
correlated with POPY: the coefficient being -0. 82).
The results were not materially different. See Kennedy
1981, p. 130-31.
are all belo'

out. Left out in

~~~---

cross- sectional

ranging from 0. 607 to

equations,

770.
esults

stimation

tqe Supply

tor

guatipn

Table V:4 shows the estimates of the structural

supply functions for

tl1e nine chevrolet auto-types.

Before disQ\jssing the coefficients

making up the

supply-side effect of the RMA laws, We should consider
the effect of quanti ty on the supply equation.

OUr

model posits that it is tot;all1ew vehicle vC);tume, QS,

rather thiln the volume of a
that impinges on the

particular body- type, Q,

marginill cost and therefore the

price.
Our

estimates, however, suggest that there is no

relationship between QS and

cost.

For only one model

is the regression Qoefficient of QS significantly dif-

zero

ferent from

for this parameter

and in general, the absolute values
are

small, meaning that the supply

curves are quite flat. Therefore ,
values and the lilck of statistical

given the small

significance, we

reestimated the supply eqUation s wi thout QS.

the resul ts disPlayed in

Table

These are

V:4.

We now examine the coefficients of the varia.bles

making up the impaQtof the

entry regulation on price.

In these as in all instrumental variable models,
the R s indicate the percentage of the variation in
the dependent variable that can be accounted for by the
variation in its predicted value as measured by th

regression model.

As shown above, there

four variables for the over-

are

two- years- old

RMA law impact: a dummy, two interaction

variables, and

'I quadratic term.

Thus the percentage

effect on price can be modeled as follows:

RMA impact = c2 ROLP + c3 IAGRO + c4 IAGRl

+ CS IAGRl SQ.
where ci =

V:l

the coefficient in toe. supply equations

displ ayed in Table

V:4 with respect to the

ith variable.

This fo

mulation of the impact of the laws is

essentially derived from the supply equation in system

IV:IO (see page 74).

zero

Given the above-discussed

restriction on the QS parameter, we arrive at this

equation because the denominator of the total

(redUced-

Below in sub- section

m) RMA impact equals one.

V:d,

we will use equation V:I to calculate the RMA law

impacts on car prices,

but first we describe the

estimation results for the individual variables making
up this impact.
In

our

supply function estimates of the nine Chev-

rolet car-types, the coefficients of ROLD and IAGRO are

. not significantly different

from

zero.

In otOer words,

8 Since we have found that RMA laws that have been in
place for less than two years do not have a significant
effect on prices, we consider only the effect of older
RMA laws in measu ing the impact of these laws.

the RMA laws appear to have little or no effect in
or

areas where population growth is zero

negative.

In contrast, the coefficient for IAGRl, the variable interacting the presence of the law with positive
zero

population growth, is significantly above

one percent level for all models.

at the

In other words, more

rapid growth of population is associated with a larger

impact of the RMA laws on the price of Chevrolet
ca rs . 1 0

The coefficients for the quadratic terms are negative for all the body-types, and for the Regular,
Mal ibu, Camaro, Nova, and Monte Carlo, they are signi-

ficantly less than

zero.

consequently for these

models, linearity in the relationship between growth

and the RMA impact can be

rejected.

For all the auto

body- types , the quadratic term is quite large even
where it is not significantly different from

zero.

Therefore, we will include it when evaluating the

effect of the entry law in the next sections.
One problem, however, is the high correlation
between ROLD and IAGRO, the coefficient being 0. 98.
Such multicollinearity may lead to positively biased
variance estimates, and consequently the conclusion
based on the results can only be tentative.

lO when

the regressions were run with DB, the variable
for enforcement by auto dealer regulation boards, in
place of ROLD, the results were not materially
different. Models with combinations of ROLD and DB
were also run, but again the results were similar to
those described above.

Next, in order to assess the model' s veracity, we

should look into the results for the other explanatory

variables.

Among the input price vilriables, the most

important, the wholesale automobile price (PW), has
parameter estim9tes that

'Ire significantly

above zero

as. expected for all the c9r-types. By contras t, the
effects of the ()ther input price are not all, as predicted. The WAGE coefficient is unexpectedly negative
for one car-type (but not significantly so on a two
tail test), and it is significantly ab()ve zero for

four.

only

The advertising variables also have negative

coeffic ients for eight of .the
'Ire

these variables

body-types.

Both of

measured only on a state- wide

basis; so much of the total variation is not

captured.

Also the ADV variable may be a rather weak proxy in
that it represents the cost of only one advertising

medium which may not be as highly correlated with the

prices of other

mediil as we expected.

The DENS vari-

able, supposedly reflecting the price of real estate,

also did not have the expected signs, being negative
for eight of toe models.

Proxy for .

APparentlY, DENS is a poor

real estate costs.

The resUlts for the PQPUliition growth variable,
GR, are inconclusive.

Five of our models have the

usual expected positive sign, but only two

c9ntly different fr om zero.

are

signifi-

For two of the other reg lation variables, FORCE,
the dummy variable indicating the presence of laws

against forcing, and LD, the dummy for the presence of
laws requiring dealers to have licenses, there are
unexpected signs for eight of the car-types.

In contrast, the results for CANCEL, the laws

regulating the terminations of franchises by manufac-

turers, were in accordance wiEh past theory on this

subj eeL

For all of the models the signs are positive,

and for six,

sigriificantly so.

All in all,
was successful.

the measurement of the supply curves
The coefficierits for the important

cost variables, wholesale price and wages, are usually

as expected and often significant.
are

Furthermore the R

quite high for cross- sectional equations, with all

except one -- that for Corvette -- above 79

- The problems that do exist

percent.

may well be the result of

data inadequacies.

11 Smith' s

results were different in that they usually
indicate a significant positive cOefficient for LD, but
as mentioned in section III there were some data
problems in Smith' s paper.

Table V: I
Definitions of the Variables Used in the
Retail supply and Demilnd Models

Definition

Variable

the number of units of 'I g ven automobile bodytype sold in the observation county or SMSA.

the average retail price of a given automobile
body-type sold in the observation county or SMSA.
POP

the population of the observation county or
SMSA.
per

cilpi ta income of tRe

observ ation county or

SMSA.

the avera.ge automobile
the state in which the
SMSA is located.

loan interest rate for

observation county or

the iIverilge price of gasoline for the stilte
which the observation
SMSA is
c;ounty

in

or

located.
the a.verage motor vehicle insurance premium

for

the state in which the observation county

SMSA is located.
DENS =

the population per square mile for the
observation county

Qr

DPl

one for each observation county

DP2

one for each observation county

SMSA.

or
SMSA with a
rapid transit (subway) system, and zero otherwise.

or

SMSA with a

li9ht transit system (surface street cars
raIlroads), and zero otherwise.
POpy =

the proportion of the population between 15 and
35 years old in the observation county or SMSA.

POPO

the proportion of the populiition 55 years old
or over in the observation county or SMSA.

LFAM =

the average household si e, found by dividing
the county or S MSA popula tion by the number of

households for the observation county or SMSA.
NEW

one for New England, and zero otherwise.

PAC

one for the

Pac:ific; states ,

and zero otherwise.

..

Table V: 1
RMTN

(Continued)

; one for the Rocky Mountain states ,

and zero

otherw ise.
WSC

; one for the West South Central states , and
zero otherwise.

TEM

; the mean July temperature in the observation

county or S

MSA.

the total number of units, .of.all nine of the
sample automobile body- types plus the total
number of new light and medium trucks sold by
Chevrolet dealers in the opservation cQunty

SMSA.
&NEW

ROLD

; one for the states in which the RMA law was in
effect in 1978 but not in 1976, and
zero

otherwise.
; one .for the states in. which
passed before

the RMA lilw was
1,976, and zero otherwise.

AGR

; the absolute change in the population of the
or
observation county
SMSA.

IAGRO

; ROLD*ln(AGR + 6902), if the change in
or
equal to zero, and
population is less than
ROLD*ln 6902, if the change in population is
grea te

lAG Rl

zero.

than

; ROLD*(ln(AGR + 6902) - In 6902), if the change
in population is greater than zero and 0,
ot he rw i se .

IAGRlSQ ; (IAGR1)

; the average wholesale price of a given
automobile body-type sold in the obse rva tion
county or SMSA.
WAGE

; the ave. rilge

weekly wage

employees for the state

rate for dealer
in

which the
located.

observation county or SMSA is
ADV

'I measure fOr

advertising expense , the simple
average of the " morning and iIfternoon line
rates " for daily newspapers in the state
divided by the circulation of the average
newspaper for the state in which the
observation county
or
SMSA is located.

Table V:l (Continued)
the percentage change in the population of the
observation county

FORCE

or

SMSA.

one for the states in which the law against
the manufacturers forcing the . dealers to
accept unordered vehicles was in effect in

1978, and zero otherwise.

CANCEL;

one for the states in which the law aga.inst
the manufacturers canceling franchises
without the permission o a state iIuthority
was in effect in 1978, and zero otherwise.
one for the states in which the law requiring
dealers to be licensed or registered was in
effect in 1978, and zero otherwise.

* In the models, all the v..riables except AGR and the
dummy variables

'Ire

included 'IS natural logilrithms.

(4.19)**

055

Observations

Numbe rof

("0. 47)
(2. 45)-

2102

750

670

TEM

2 !1

o . 024

WSC

Rl"TN

(2. 94)++
(1.51)
(0. 53)

-0. 983 (-11. 0 9) ++
-0. 617 (-8. 89) ++

207

NEW

PAC

356

2080

770

-0. 561(-5. 96)++
-0. 252(-3. 41)++
-0. 156(-2. 81)++
-0. 329(-1.10)

343 (3. 101++

057 (0. 39)

325 (2. 53)+

1989

730

1.813 (5. 24) ++

016 (0. 25)

1l5 (1.32)

379 (3. 63)++

004 (0. 02)

LFAM

-0. 009(-0. 02)
-0. 395 (-1. 60)
-0. 389(-2.58)++
-0. 089(-0. 53)
-0. 287(-2. 24) +

01l (0. 031

-0. 014 (-0. 07)

POPD.

POpy

229 (0. 67)

136

DP2

154 (4. 62)

304 (1.02)

442

DPI

-0. 050(-0. 43)

(0. 391

147 (5. 18)

(1.71)

046

DENS

-1.ll7(-1.89).

-0. 143(-0. 42)

356 (3. 27)--

853(23. 63)"

-5. 263
-0. 329(-1. 13)

Camaro

(1.581

127 (1.27)

49)

-0. 204(-0. 691
-0. 267 (-0 . 52)

833(27. 01)*436 (4. 74)-*

028 (0. 08)

-2. 262

l"alibu

----

RC'tail f)manc' Function

----------------

CoefficiE'nts for thf:

TaP V-::

---------- --- ---

862( 27 . 45)"

2019

762

-0. 302(-3. 22) ++
-0. 145(-1.90)
-0. 083(-1.48)
-1. 346(-4. 14) ++

363 0. 28)+.

134 (0. 91)

169 (1.29)

-0. 026(-0. 07)
-0. 043(-0. 20)

489 (1.64)

1l9 (4.07)

125 (1.21)

"0. 030(-0. 31)
-0. 248(-0. 83)
-0. 483(-0. 94)

o .

"'0. 807(- -2. 69)**

13. 28:")

Nova

for the Nine Chevrolet 1\utomobile Poody- Types for 197R.

Estimated Regression

139

-0. 082 (-0. 29)

362

825 (28. 48)**

-0. 378(-1. 19)

:82

The

(3. 77)

--0

Regul iir

jj::

1. 799

pop

Const

iab

-:-.-

2089

754

132 (7. 00)++

-0. 0161-0. 27)

096(-1.22)

176(-1.81)

-0. 021(-0. 16)
-0. 165(-1. 06)
-0. 026(-0. 22)

123 (0. 55)

218 (0. 56)

077 (0. 24)

161 (5. 291

131 (1. 24)

-0. 400(-1.28)
-0. 0%(-0. 18)

"47(25. 75)**
105 (1. 07)

0.360 (1.08)

-13 . 542

Monte Carlo

-0. 013(-0. 10)
049 (0. 31)
304 (2. 58)++

-0. 212(-1. 35)
024(-0. 14)
-0. 030(-0. 23)
-0. 378(-3. 45)

POPO

. Numbe r

TaM

WSC

RMTN

PAC

NEW

746

-0. 252(-3. 73)++
-0. 532(-1. 44)

070 (0. 77)

021 (0. 14)

306 (1.35)

303 (1.18)

POPY

++

098 (0. 54)

-0. 045(-0. 11)

-0. 005(-0. 01)

DP2

LFAM

259 (0. 82)

014 (0. 04)

DPI

749

-0. 477(-5. 01) ++
-0. 153(-1. 93)
-0. 230(-3. 85)++
-1. 066(-3. 27) ++

, 0.

160 (5. 22)

138 (4.00)

608

-1.764(-3.96)++

070 (0. 79)

-0. 529(-4. 18)++
-0. 362(-2. 91)++

-0. 743(-2. 27)+
-0. 413(-2. 10)+

41.375 (0. 85)

448 (1.25)

039 (0. 90)

287 (1.94)

023 (0. 21)

DENS

707

1.343 (4.83)++

-0. 404(-1.93)
-0. 058(-0. 46)
-0. 018(-0. 13)
-0. 101(-0. 92)
-0. 294(-3. 35)++
-0. 223 (-3. 03) ++
-0. 182(-3. 32)++

842 (2. 94)++
027 (0. 118)

-0. 293(-3. 03)"
-0. 009(-0. 33)

961 (1.92)

-0. 334(-0. 45)

847 (5. 52)"

655114. 26)"

-0. 278(-0. 97)

505 (5. 09)"

700 (6. 07)"

73)"
775 (25. 46)"
561 (6. 13)"
-J . 2R1(

-3. 319

Corvette

535 (1.26)

786(23. 78)"

898(24. 08)"

440 (1.77)

-8. 783

Spo r tvan

-----------

-0. 246(-0. 78)
-0. 447 (-0 . 82)

-0. 970(-3. 46)"

953

Chevette

-1.201(-4. 71)"

14. 181

. Monz a

Table V:2 (Continued)

-------- --- ----- --_. - -----

-0. 625(-1.77).
-1.863(-3.04)"
-0. 123(-1.03)

pop

Const.

yariable

",j

..-...:;...-

"';" :;

0.-

:,a.,
. 0

- c
l\i

"i' Q

"'

"'

Table V:
Estimates of Demand Elasticity for the Chevrolet
Body- Types Used in this study

Auto Body-Type

Demand Elasticity Estimate
(t-Values in Parentheses)

Regula r

-0. 378

(-1. 19)

Mal ibu

028

(0. 08)

Camaro

-0. 329

Nova

-0 . 807

(-1. 13)
(-2. 69)

360

(l. 08)

Chevette

-1. 201
-0. 97 a

(-4. 7l)
(-3. 46)

Sportvan

440

(1.77)

Corvette

-l. 281

(-6. 73)

Monte Carlo
lonz a

"4. 5297 (-1 . 75) ..
9306(77. 80)U

013 5 (--2, . 5 3)

0174 (J 341 "*

779

-0. 01311-2. 47)

-0.

-0. 0043(-3.61)
-0. 0039(-5. 46)
-0. 0031(-0,. 40)

0121 (I. 32)

9077(69..83)U

Observations 2102

Number of

,,2 W

CANCEL

FOR

DENS

ADV

WAGE

2080

816

-0. 0160(-3. 14)

0172 (3.521

1989

872

-0. 0116 (-2. 22)

0074 (1.48)

-0. 007l(-1. 41)

0150 (1.96)+

0014 (l. 95)*

-0. 0022 (-3 . 38)
0053 (0. 73)
-0. 0121(-2. 39)

0014I- 14)

9926(99. 74)U
-0. 0118(-1. 28)

-9. 168 9( -3. 4 2) 1111

-0.0038(, -3. 43)

0208 (2. 43) u

0869(4. 72)"

I! -1. 96)

0151 (1. 72)*

2019

866

-0. 0087(-1. 82)

0036 (0. 76)

0031 (0. 63)

0108 (1.541

-0. 0001(-1. 10)

-0 .

9067190. 34)"

-5. 0244(-2. 03)*

5 94G(" . 06)"

-O. p024(-0 . 40)

-0. 0067 (-0 . 97)

0095 (1. 50)
6992 (4. 17)11

0103 (1.491

8680 (6. 651"*

D155 (0. 301

0395 (0. 66)

7723

Hm.

-0. 0006(-0. 20)

2226---

Camara

0032 (1. 10)

k-

-0. 0032(-1. 16)
-0. 0941 (-1. 70)

-5. 3485(-1. 91)*

IAGRlSO

ROLD

RNEW

IAGRl

Malibu

The Estimated Regression Coefficient.s for the Retai1 Supply Relation
for the Nine Chevrolet Automobile BOdy- Types for 1978. 1!

IAGRO

7875

Regular

Bodv-,Tvoe

------ ----

Table V:4

------------ --- -- ------------------ - ------------------ -----

-0. 0028(-0. 94)
-0. 1013(-1.

Canst

---

2089

o . 80C;

-0. 0121(-

37)

0179 0. 68)I1

0017 (0. 23)
-0. 0162(-3. 22)

-0. 0021(-3. 0S)

0021(-2. 44)

9495(81. 92)U
0172 (1. 96)11

-4. 6208(-1. 13)11

7007 (4. 02)U

0100 (1. 58)

-0. 0990(-1. 79)

-0. 0023(-0. 82)

4099

Monte Carlo

----- -- - - -- ---------

2---

9235( 104. (8)..

(2. 221 + r
(2. 09)"

54)

fit.

2071

843

-0. 0212(-3. 93)

0186 (3. 381u

0096(-1. 7I1

-0. 0022(-0.. 27)

019811. 99).
-0. 0038(-2. 991
-0. 0005(-0. 661

9289( 95 . 60)"

-4 . 4453(-1

9861 (4. 331

0053 (0. 70!

1289

897

-0. 0050(-0 . 67)

++ significant at the 99 percent l

test.
el on a two tail teSt.

significant at t.he 95 percent level on a two tail

percent level on a one tail test.

si9nificant at the 95 percent level on a one tail test.

U significant at the 99

.b

2002

470

0122 0. 37)

0124 (0. 79)

0002 (0. 06)
-0. 0087(-3. 821
-0.. 0169(-0. 70)
"0. 0031 (-0. 191

-0. 0056(-2. 76)
-0. 0019(-1. 72)
-0. 0060 (-0. 46 )
-0. 0120(-1.60!
0222 (3. 25I

0044 (0. 151

0222 (1. 39)

9649(89. 61)"

-1. 200(-0. 21)
9743(39. 72)U

1'iR7 (2. 36)"

-0. 0402(-1. 95)

3033 (1.69)

-0 . 02An(-O . 24)

001210. 01))
1.7321 (3. 4'1)"
3.6912(-1. 31)

0033 (0 . 36)

4131

Corvette

-------

61)

0077 (-

224'i

Sportvan

This value is the square of the correlation coefficient
between the actual and predicted values for price. This gives a
good indication of the goodness-of-

t values l!re parentheses.

1966

867

-0. 0168 (-2. 11)

0128

-0, 0062 (-1.00!

0201

-0 . 0016 (-1. 84)

0103

(0. 95!
-0. 0015 (-1. 04)

Number of
ObsE!rvations

R2 !1

CANCEL

FORCE

DENS

AIN

WAGE

(0. 091
(2. 70)U

-0. 9750 (-0. 31!

3734

IAGRl

IAGRlSQ

0008

5S61

Chevf:tte

Tablr V:4 (Continued)

------- -------- - - ---

-0. 0025(-0. 81)
-0. 0612(-) . 03)

------

-0. 0045 (1.28!
-0. 0231 (-0. 32!
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Implications
Our model indicates that the RMA laws affect the
supply and therefore the price and quanti ty of

automobiles.

Moreover, the results allow us to

tentatively discriminate among the market- power,

demand- growth,

The
and contract- failure theorie
positive coefficients on IAGRr " indicate that toe entry
laws have their biggest impacts in fast growing areas,

new dealers.

more likely to want to place

are

where manufacturers

Further, the negative coefficients on

IAGRlSQ suggest that as the growth rate

increases,

prices of new vehicles rise less rapidly.

These

findings are consistent with the predictions of the

demand-

or

growth

By contrast

rising

cost hypothesis.

the results do not provide support

for the enhanced-market- power

hypothesis.

According to

this theory, the RMA laws allow established firms in
or

markets where fewness of dealers

differentiation of

dealers creates dealer market power to increase profits

by raising price.
milrket- power

As argued above,

the enhanced-

story would predict that the laws would
ero

have an effect in low

in rapidlY growing areas.
on ROLD should be post

growth markets as well as
As a result, the coefficient

tive iInd significant.

Since our

results find ROLD to be insignificant, they do not
suppor t the enhanced- market- power

hypothesi s.

,-y

In addi tion, our

resul ts do not support

tract-failure hypothesis.
turers

the con-

If the automobile manufac-

holding up their dealers, we would expect

are

are

this to occur to a greater extent in areas that

are growing only slowly.

or

growing

not

In rapidly growing

areas, the car companies have the greatest need for new

dealers and therefore the most to lose by holding up
their existing dealers.

In slow growth areas, by con-

trast, the franchisor does not need to attract as many

new d

alers.

If manufacturers are holding up dealers in slow

growth are' as

and if the RMA laws eliminate this hold up

and permit prices to rise to cover the dealer s costs,
it is in the slow growth areas that the RMA laws should

be associated with the largest increase in price.
Therefore, this theory predicts a negative sign on the
in

. variable IAGRI which measures the change

impact as growth increilses.

RMA law

Since the sign on IAGRI is

positive, we do not find support for the contract
fail ure theory.

d.

The Cost to Consumers

Here we estimate the total costs of the RMA laws
to consumers.
in

Our

results for the coefficients present

equation V:I indicate that the RMA laws raise

prices.

The resulting cost to consumers has two

components.

The first, borne by the consumers who

actually buy the product, consists of the increase in

expenditure induced by the RMA law; that is, the price

increment times the number of cars sold.

The second

component is the loss in the consumer surplus of the
are

buyers who

priced out of the market.

As stated above, our results support the rising-

cost theory, which predicts a lilrger RMA
grow ing area s.

Figure V:l illustrates the impact of

the entry laws under this theory.

period

, the

curve ,

D,

car

law effect in

In the initial

dealers in this market face a demand

and the buyers face a flat long- run supply

schedule, MC.

The demand curve in this illustration is

curvilinear as posited by the In-ln functional form in
our

estimating equations, and the flat supply curve is

consistent with

our

cost condi tions

are

empirical analysis.

Apparently,

such that, if the franchisor is

free to add new dealers as rocal demand increases, the

supply price will not

rise.

Under this situation, the

market equilibrium before an RMA law is enacted is at
point E with price, P, and quantity, Q.

Assume that the area population increases,
resulting in the demand curve moving to Dl.
normal condi tions, the new long- run

Under

equil ibrium fall s

12 Consumer

surplus is the difference between the
price a buyer is willing to pay for a good and the
price he actually has to pay. If consumers are priced
out of the market, they no longer obtain this surplus.
To simpl ify the illustration, We assume a
competitive m arket wito price equal to marginal cost.
The analysis could also be applied to a monopoly or
monopoli stically- competi tive market where price does

not equal marginal cost.

with

at point B with price, P, and new quantity, Ql.

the presence of an RMA law, however, this situation is
changed; since the law limits the number of new

dealers,

the establ ished firms w ill increase output

along their rising firm cost curves.

supply curve, MCr.

or

rising industry marginal cost

would, therefore, be A

The new market equilibrium poin

Qr.

with price, Pr, and quantity,

The price difference
(pr

wrought by the RMA law, then, would be

leads to a rent

or

This results in a

- P); this

profit to the dealers of Pr-A-E-P

and a total expenditure increase by the consumers of

Pr-A-C-P.

The latter constitutes the first component

of the cost of the RMA laws to consumers.

The second

component of the consumer cost is the loss of the
consumer surplus of the people priced out of the
market. In figure V:I, it would consist of the area,

A-B-C.
In what follows, we provide estimates of the cost
to consumers of the RMA laws.

A-C-P and Pr-A-B-

That is, we estimate pr.-'1

In addition, we provide estimates

of the percentage increase in price,

(pr-p) /p,

and the

14 Tois

d to illustrate the
graph can also b
concept of consumer surplus. For instance, the consumer located at point A on the demand curve, Dl, is
Absent the
willing to pay price, pr, for the product
RHA law, he has to pay only P; his consumer surplus,
then, is (pr - P). Under toe RMA regime, however, he
and his surplus is zero. Toe total
pr,
has to pay
consumer surplus in a market is the area under toe

demand curve and iIbove the price

lejlel; A-B-C, toen, is
the consumer surplus of toe people priced out of the

market by the law.

Figure V: I The Effect of the RMA Low

on A Growing Retail Automobile Market

PRICE

QUANTITY

,-.:g:

absolute decrease in automobile output, (Ql - Qr).
These figures are reported in Tables V:S and V:6.
We also provide a lower-bound estimate of the cost
to the economy.

or

of these laws to society

This cost

concept can be defined as the losses to one group in

society that are not gained by another

the costs to the economy

group.

Thus,

of the RMA laws are the losses

to consumers less the increased profits earned by auto
dealers as a result of the laws.

In Figure V:l, we

have described the cost to consumers as being area

Pr-A-B- P and the gains to auto dealers as pr-A-E-p,
Thus, the net cost to the economy is the area E-A-B.
It is not possible to e stimate the area E-A

However, we can estimate the area A-B-C which provides
a lower boUnd estimate of the cost to the economy.

These estimates are also prQvided in Tables V:S and

V,6.

They are lower- bound estimates not only because

they fail to include the area E-A-C -- the extra
resources utilized in iIutomobile distribution as a

result of the law -- but also because they do not

include the costs incurred in getting the laws enacted
or the costs involved in enforcing the laws.
In developing these estimates, we have to make
allowances for the difficul ties toat we encountered in

measuring demand elastici

ty.

As noted before, our

lS For discussions of this problem,

Tullock (1980) and Posner (1976).
100

see Buchanan and
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are

elasticity estimates

ier

to those in earl

lOW in absolute value relative

studie s.

To deal with this pro-

blem, we perform a sensitivity analysis by providing

two alternative estimates of the RMA quantity

effect.

The first one uses the demand elasticity measurements
found by our model except where the estimate has an
implausible positive value.

In those cases (for the

Malibu, the Monte Carlo, an

the sportvan), we use an

elastici ty of -0.

This elasticity assumption is a

compromise based partly on our findings for the other

car-types and partly on the results of past studies.
For the second set of estimates, we assume a demand
elasticity of -1. 3 which is based on the results of

earlier automobile demand studies.

16 As suggested above, none of these positive
coefficients were significantly different from

zero.

17 The

ier
automobile demand
maj
or
i ty of the earl
studies arrived at price elasticities in the range
between -0. 5 and -1.6; these were similar to the ones
found by
our
However, the earlier papers
used an OLS estimating methodology, which could lead to
simul taneous equation bias. When Langenfeld (1983)
employed a Two stage Leilst Squares technique, he arrived at demand elasticity estimates ranging from -1.

analysis.

to -7.

0.

cars

This suggests a price elasticity for

somewhat greater than those indicated by the earlier
Nevertheless, the Langenfeld estimates cover a
wide range, and furthermore,
our
much lower elasticity
figures are also the results of a simultaneous measure-

papers.

ment technique.

Consequently, for the alternative simulation, we
will use an assumption that takes into account not only
the highly elastic demand estimates of Langenfeld but
also the previous papers with Tesults similar to ours.

This will resul t in conservative estimates. Therefore,

we use -1. 3, which is at the lower end of the absolute
elastici ty range found by Langenfeld and the other
earlier papers.

1 nl

Tables V:5 and V:6 display these estimates for the nine

1978 Chevrolet body-types in the thirteen states where
the laws had been in place for at least two years.
In the two tables, the first two columns show, respec-

tively, the average RMA-law-induced percentage price

increases, (pr - P)/p, in the growing areas and the
average increases over the whole set of observations.

..Y

As noted above, our results indicate that faster
population growth leads to g eater RMA law

effects.

areas where population increased since the passage of
an RMA law,

the average estimated increase in price

caused by the law ranges from 3

8 percent for the

Sportvan to 16. 82 percent for the

corvette.

The aver-

age price increase across all nine Chevrolet car-types
is 7.

this

63 percent. The 99 percent confidence interval
7. 63 percent estimate is 2. 56 percent to 12.

on

incl udi ng those

pe rce nt.

Averaging across all areas,

with

or negative population growth , the estimated

zero

average price effects ranges from 2. 22 percent for the
Sportvan to 13. 82

percent for the corvette,

across all auto bOdy-types of 6. 14

percent.

an average

The 9

percent confidence interval on this estimate of the

18 The

rationale for toe two year cut- off is described
in section IV.

19 This

relative increase is equal to the exponential
of the right- hand side of equation V:l minus one
(Exp(RMA)- l) which is the difference between the price
with and the price without the law.
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Table V:S

The Impact of the RMA Laws on the Price and Sales of
Chevrolet Cars in 1978 Based on the Demand Elasticities
Found by Qur MOdel
Average

Average

age

a.ge

Percent-

P rice

Pc ice

Chao ge

Change

(For Areas
with FOs-

Bqqy

Type

Regular

percent-

tive

Growth)

IFor
All
Areas)

Per
Year
Increase

Per
Year

Decrease

pe r

otal
Pe r

Year Year

in Consumer in
welfare Consumer
Expenditure Automobile L05S.l LosslJ
(thousands) Salesll
(thousands)

5 . 90**

17**

$23, 456

417

$637

$24, 093

Mal ibu

14. 31**

12. 90**

38, 179

892

230

40, 409

Camaro

43**

12**

22, 587

24)

684

23, 271

Nova

18*

477

116

269

746

Monte

30**

14**

15, 398

OS5

694

16, 092

Monza

81 **

94* '"

502

036

339

10, 841

Chevette

87 **

24*

436

001

S 95

031

Ca rl 0

Spor tvan

785

Corvette 16. 82 **
Total
6 3*:.

13. 82**

722

836

666

382

12. 1 Q4

14.. 5132, 542
18, 513
59, 881 $142, 423
These estimates are based on the - demand elasticities :neasured

1/
by our econometric demand model, . which previous stLldi

s indicate

may be smaller than the actual figures. Therefore these
est.irrates

ace

conservative.

significantly above zero at the 95 percent level.
.. signiflcantly above zero at the 99 percent level.

l03

'1:6

Ta bi e

the pr ice and

The Impact of

Sales

the RMA Laws
Chevrolet Cars
1978
El ast i ci ty

Averagel!

Demand

Based on

-1. 3

Averagel!

Pe tee nt-

pe tee nt-

age

age

Pei ce

P rice

Chan ge

Change

perl!

pe r;t /

'feat
Decrease

Year

perV

TotalV
Pe r

eas)

Increase
Year
Xear
Consumer
Welfare Cons ume
Expenditure Automobile Loss
Loss
(thousands) ales
(thousands)

90.*

17.*

523, 456

211

52 , 284

Mal ibu

14. 31..

12. 90**

38. 179

940

726

41

Camara

43..

12 *.

22 , 5 87

349

7 BO

25, 367

Nova

18*

477

842

437

Body

Type

Regular

(For Areas (For
..i th Pos- All

tive

Growth)

525, 740
905

91.

Monte
30* *

4.14**

15, 398

435

147

16, 545

Mooza

81 * *

94'U

502

327

463

10, 965

Chevette

87" *

24*

436

755

809

245

785

147

870

722

702

14.* 5132, 542

J3. 70 8

12, 170
$16, 179 5148, 721

Ca rl 0

Sportvan

Corvette 16. 82 *..

13 .

63*"

6.

82..

448

11 The percentage change and expenditure change figures do not
change with a change in the estimated demand elasticity.

'!hese estimates are based on a demandelasticitj esti:rate of
1/
-1. 3 which is based on the findings of many prevlous st:.dies.
See pages 100-101 above.

significantly above zero at the 95 percent level.

... sigr.ificantly above zero at

the 99 percent level.
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average price change for all models runs from 1.
percent to 10. OS

percent.20

Thus, it appears that the

RMA laws raise car prices by a significant amount.
These estimated price increases can be translated
into estimated RMA-induced total expenditure increases

by Chevrolet car buyers of over $l32 million (shown by

the third columns in the two
this equals

area

Pr-A C-p.

tables).

In figure V:l,

These payments

only the

are

additional money spent by the consumers who

actuilily

bought cars, and they do not include the losses
resulting from other consumers being priced out of the

market.
Differing demand elasticity assumptions lead to
differing estimates of the effec

output.

of the RMA law on

The numbers in the fourth columns of Tables

V:S and V:6 showing the RMA-law- induced loss in

automobile volume (QI

these effects.
assumptions ,

- Qr) give some indication of

they are qui

two elasticity

our

Under either of

te lilrge.

For the measured

elasticity, the indicated total annual decrease in

volume was l8,

or

S13 Chevrolet cars

sample in the RMA

states.

S percent of the

For the -1.3 elasticity

20 The

average increase in the growing areas is
significantly abQve zero for all bOdy-types except the
Sportvan, while the price impact averaged over all
areas with 'In RMA law is statistically significant for
all car-types except the Sportvan and the NOVa. Both
iIverages across car-types are significant at the 99

percent level.

10S

:/:

estimate, this volume decrease was 33, 708

or 8.

percent of the total.
lower

our

TOe fifth column of figures displays

bound estimates of the total deadweight loss to society

as a result of the RMA laws (A-B-C in figure Vol).
Given our elastici ty meijslJrements, toe total .loss

for

all the markets comes to about , $9. 8 million per year,

and for the -1.3 elasticity, it would be $16. 2

million.

mounts because of the

society lost at least these

entry iaws.

The last

estimates

our

cOllimn of figures displays

of the total loss to consumers as a result of the RMA

laws.

These figures consist of the increased car

expenditures plus the loss incurred by consumers who do

not purchase Chevrolets at the higher

price.

(This

amount equals the third column added to the fifth, and

in term of figure V:l, pr-A- C-P plus A-B-C

or

Pr-A-B

Total lost consumer surplus comes to about $142. 4

million

per year for the measured elasticity assumption and about

$148. 7 million for the -1.3 elilsticity assumption.
If the laws had been in effect in more states,
this COs t wOlJld have been
Furthermore the above

considerably higher.

stimates only take into account

the increased prices for the cars in our sample, wOich
consists of the bulk of the Chevrolets sold to noncommercial or non- fleet users in toe continental united

states.

This constitutes about l8percent of the

106

total

'f;

S.

car

sales.

In the l3 states with the two year old

RMA law in effect in 1978, the total sample sales were

410, 994.

If the RMA laws had similar effects on the

prices of other cars, then annual consumer losses could
have run into additional hundreds of millions

or

even

billions of dollars.

To obtain an idea of what these costs might be for
all automobile consumers, let_ us use the following

procedure.

We start with the 1978 results

for

Chevrolets in the l3 states where the law had been in
place for at least two years.

Then we extrapolate to

the 36 states that had the law in 1983 and then to the

non-Chevrolet cars ,
for them

are

assuming that the RMA-Iaw effects

the same on average as for the

Chevies.

Under those assumptions, the total cost per year of the

law to the consumers

1985 prices.

present- day

would be' about

$3. 2 billion in

This figure is a rough indication of the
costs of the RMA laws.

, A-

-------------

VI.

Conclusion
Our

analysis shows that the presence of a Retail

Market Area (RMA)

law increases the price of new

Chevrolet cars in areas with sufficiently large
population growth , but that this effect is somewhat
attenuated at very high levels of growth.

This resul t

is significant and large, and it' is also about the same

size across all nine Chev rolet car-types.l

To sum up, the results indicate that the entry
laws raised the average price in our sample of 1978

Chevrolet cars about 6 percent and that the laws cost

actual and potential consumers of these cars ()ver $140
million per year.

These figures suggest that, given

the current prevalence of the RMA

laws, the cost to all

car

$3 billion per year.

buyers could run to well

over

These statistical results also support the rising-

cost- curve

theory, which predicts a larger RMA effect

in grow ing areas.

In contrast , the results are not

In other specifications of the supply equation, we
obtain similar significant relationships, and even
though problems exist with some of our measurements,
the RMA law impact persists across most models and

specif ica ti ons. In other words, our resul ts are robust
by the model specification.

and not particularly sensitive to the assumptions made

We
ran
the model with linear terms for the
absolute growth-RMA law interactions. We also added to
the supply equations variables for differences in the
RMA law enforcement agencies. In none of the
resulting models were the RMA effects very different.

108

consistent with the enhanced-market- power

hypothesis.

While, under this hypothesis, we would have expected

prices to rise in some markets with low growth, we find
no evidence of any increase in average price in low

growth areas.
Aiso refuted is the l ss plausible alternative

explanation, the contract failure theory, which could
possibly be used as a defense for the RMA laws.

results, this theory predicts the

our

Contrary to

greatest RMA-Iaw impact in non- growing
Finally

our

markets.

iInalysis, using a model that

includes

the interplay between the market and the political

system and the interaction between population growth
and the RMA- Iaw impact, suggests that the costs of
these entry regulations

estimated by smith and

much higher than previously

are

Eckard.

Consequently, the

payoff from opposing the passage of the laws and from

repeal ing them where they al ready

exi st seems to be

even greater than we had previously

thought.

Effort s

to oppose or repeal these laws should be concentrated

in the stiltes containing iIreas with absolutely large
population growth because

is there that the laws

it

appear to have the greatest

effect.

, no
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